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Abstract
Bose-Einstein condensates (BEC) provide a novel tool for the study of macroscopic
quantum phenomena and condensed matter systems. Two of the recent frontiers,
quantized vortices and ultracold molecules, are the subject of this thesis.
The formation of highly-ordered vortex lattices in a Bose-condensed gas has been
observed. These triangular lattices contain more than 150 vortices with lifetimes
of several seconds. The vortices were generated by rotating the condensate with a
scanning blue-detuned laser beam. Depending on the stirrer size, vortices were ei-
ther nucleated at discrete surface-mode resonances (large beams) or over a broad
range of stirring frequencies (small beams). Additionally, the dynamics of the lat-
tices have been studied at finite temperature by varying the condensed fraction of
atoms in the system. The decay of angular momentum is observed to be strongly
temperature-dependant, while the crystallization of the lattice appears to be insensi-
tive to temperature change.
Recently, the field of BEC has been extended to include cold molecules. Here
ultra-cold sodium molecules were produced from an atomic BEC by ramping an
applied magnetic field across a Feshbach resonance. These molecules were used to
demonstrate coherent molecular optics. In particular, we have extended Kapitza-
Dirac and Bragg diffraction to cold molecules. By measuring the Bragg spectrum of
the molecules immediately after their creation, the conversion from atoms to molecules
was shown to be coherent - the matter wave analog to frequency doubling in optics.
In addition, the more general process of sum-frequency generation was demonstrated.
Atoms prepared in two momentum states, prior to creating molecules, were observed
to cross-pair, generating a third momentum state. Finally, molecular matter-wave
interference was realized using an autocorrelation technique.
Thesis Supervisor: Wolfgang Ketterle
Title: John D. MacAurthur Professor of Physics
For my family,
Nadya, Amir, Anita and Muhsin.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
By convention color, by convention bitter, by convention sweet, in reality atoms and
void.
-Democritus
The birth of atomic theory can be traced back to the 5th century B. C. when Greek
philosophers Democritus and Leucippus postulated that matter and space were not
infinitely divisible. Human perception leads to gross classifications based primarily
on senses, such as 'hot' or 'cold'. The revolutionary postulate of the Greek atomists
was that such outward qualities of matter are reducible and should be fundamentally
determined by the species of atom and the amount of void that it is composed of. Many
however, including Aristotle, rejected this idea, and so it lay dormant for centuries.
In the early 1800's atomic theory reemerged with John Dalton's observation that
aggregate matter is reducible to elements, and that all atoms of a certain element
have the same size and weight. Thus, it is with these two notions, classification and
sameness, that I begin this work.
1.1 Identical Particles
The strange behavior of matter at low temperatures stems from Nature's desire to
create like particles identically to one another. That is to say, there is no discern-
able difference between any two electrons, protons, atoms, etc. Indistinguishability
17
profoundly affects the behavior of quantum systems, leading to such phenomena as
Bose-Einstein Condensation and superfluidity.
To see how this is manifest, consider two (non-interacting) identical particles oc-
cupying the single-particle states 0ia and Ob. Suppose now we are charged with the
task of constructing a composite wavefunction (r, i2) to describe this system. Our
naive choice might be to simply take the product of the two states.
T(rl, 2) = 0a(l) b(r2) (1.1)
This would certainly be the correct choice if the two particles were distinguishable.
However, it is a bit more complicated for identical particles. Remember, we cannot
distinguish between the two, so how can we say with certainty that particle 1 is in
?0a and particle 2 is in ?b? We only really know that one particle resides in "Pa and
the other in 0b. To solve this dilemma, we look for eigenstates of the Hamiltonian
describing the two-particle system.
Let us define an exchange operator (9 that, when applied to T(fj, 2), swaps the
two particles
M', 7(2i ) = (r2, rl) (1.2)
Since these two particles are identical we know that the potential energy term V(rl, r2)
in the Hamiltonian H must treat the two particles equally e.g. V(r1,r2)=V(r2,rj).
Therefore, the exchange operator 0 and H are compatible observables ([H, O] = 0),
and so eigenstates of 0 are also eigenstates of H. If we apply 0 twice to I(j, 2) we
must return to the original state
2,( i1, 2) = (2, irl) (1.3)
Therefore, the eigenvalues of 0 are ±1, which means our composite wavefunction
I(r, r2) is either symmetric (+1) or antisymmetric (-1) under exchange.
~(r1, 2)= MI(fl, 2) (1.4)
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Our naive guess (Eq(1.1)) fails to meet this criteria
I(71, ;2) = V)a(fl)VPb(f2) if a(f2)YDb(fl) (1.5)
Because our particles are identical, our intuition tells us that they must each be
represented equally in both states. With this in mind we construct the following
I-(l, 2) = [a(rl)b(f2) ± Pa(2)b(r2)] (1.6)
~~~~~~~~~~~~1.6
q1_ (fl, f2) = [a(F1)b()- a()b(l)] (1.7)
Both of these states clearly obey the (nti-)symmetry condition of Eq(1.4). As was
the case with our naive guess /a(Fi)'1)b(f2), superpositions of these two eigenstates
are forbidden by Eq(1.4). Hence, we see that identical particles come in two distinct
classes. Those symmetric under exchange, +(fj,r2), we call "Bosons" and those
antisymmetric under exchange, _(r, r2), we dub "Fermions".
All particles in nature must fall into one of these two categories (Democritus is
redeemed!). The actual mechanism that makes them one or the other relates to their
spin. The proof of this is beyond the scope of this simple treatment so I simply state
the result:1
All Particles with integer spin (0, 1, 2 ...) are Bosons.
All particles with half-integer spin (1/2, 3/2, 5/2 ...) are Fermions.
Although implicitly stated above, I must stress that even composite particles such
as atoms fall into one of these two classes. Since atoms are composed of Fermions
(electrons, protons, neutrons), those with an odd number of constituent particles are
Fermions and those with even number are Bosons.
'Thc spin-statistics theorem is a well-documented result of relativistic quantum mechanics.
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1.2 Bosons and Fermions
The subtle distinction in symmetry leads to profoundly different behavior between
the two species. To see this, consider the case of Oa = 1kb. For Bosons we find that
1
~(r1, 2)+ = [ a(~l)¥a(~) +/a(2)a(l) ] = [Da( ") a("2) ] (1.8)
However, for Fermions
(fl, 7( 2)+ = 7 [a(l)(2)-a(2)(2)] = 0 (1.9)
which is to say that Bosons may occupy the same quantum state, while Fermions
cannot (the Pauli Exclusion principle). Because of this we sometimes attribute "so-
cial" characteristics to Bosons and Fermions. Fermions are introverts, avoiding their
neighbors at all costs (see Figure 1-1). Bosons, on the other hand, are quite jovial
and enjoy each other's company (bosonic enhancement).
1.3 Quantum Statistical Mechanics
The observation that Fermions obey Pauli exclusion, while any number of Bosons
can occupy a single quantum state, leads to profound differences in their many-body
states. However, we shall see that these differences are only manifest at very low
temperatures. Without invoking the full machinery of quantum statistical mechanics,
we can still get a general sense for this behavior by examining the ground states of
both systems. At zero temperature, Bosons will fully accumulate in the lowest energy
level, while Fermions "stack up", each occupying a distinct energy level (see Figure
1-1). The fact that every boson occupies the same quantum mechanical state hints at
the strange nature of Bose-Einstein Condensates (BEC). More surprisingly though,
we'll see that the macroscopic occupation of the ground state persists even as we raise
the temperature.
Taking into account the quantum statistics for Bosons and Fermions, it is a
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Figure 1-1: The "social nature" of Fermions and Bosons. Fermions are individualists,
and refuse to mingle with one another (Pauli exclusion). Bosons are quite the op-
posite, enjoying each others company (Bosonic enhancement). Illustration by Nadya
Abo-Shaeer.
straightforward affair to calculate the occupancy of a state of energy e [48]:
<N(e) >m-b = e - ( , - )/kT, Maxwell- Boltzmann Distribution (1.10)
1
< N(C) >b-e e (e/ )/kT- 1 Bose- Einstein Distribution (1.11)
1
< N(e) >f-d e(e )/kT + 1' Fermi- Dirac Distribution (1.12)
where p is the chemical potential. We note that at high temperatures (( - ) >
kT) both distributions approach the classical limit given by the Maxwell-Boltzmann
distribution. The differences between Bosons and Fermions are only manifest for
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l
occupations < N(e) > on the order of unity.
1.4 Bose-Einstein Condensation
At this point we leave Fermions behind and turn our full attention to Bosons.2 Be-
cause it is well-known derivation, I will forego calculating the BEC transition tem-
perature T, and simply state the result [48]3
For free particles
kT 27rm ((3/2)V ) (1.13)
where V is the size of the system and (3/2) 2.612 is the Riemann Zeta function.
For harmonically confined atoms (as is the case for typical atom traps)
kBTC = hu (N)) , (1.14)
where (3) 1.202 and w = (wywz) 1/ 3.
A more intuitive picture for the onset of condensation relies on wave-function
overlap. Only then will the particles' indistinguishability come into play. This occurs
when the thermal de Broglie wavelength AT is roughly equal to the interparticle
spacing n-- l /3 , where n is the particle density, such that
nA 3 1 (1.15)
Aside from a numerical constant, this reproduces the results of Eq(1.13) and
Eq(1.14)
2 This is not due to a lack of interesting phenomena. One need only go two doors down from our
lab to prove this.
3 One integrates over the Bose-Einstein distribution to find the total number of thermally excited
particles. This result is then subtracted from the total number of particles in the system, yielding
the occupation of the ground state.
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1.4.1 The Effect of Interactions
In the ultracold regime ( 1 K) atomic interactions are dominated by s-wave scat-
tering. Here, the two-body Hamiltonian V(F, F2) can be approximated by the local
Hamiltonian [81]
4-rh2a
V(rfl, 2) =- 6-(rFl - 2) (1.16)
m
where m is the atomic mass and a is the s-wave scattering length. The precise value of
a depends on details of the interatomic potential, and very small changes can produce
dramatic variation. The fact that the interaction strength depends critically on this
single parameter a has very important consequences (see Chapter 6).
Interactions play an essential role in evaporative cooling and thermalization. As we
shall see, they also also define the ground state characteristics of a BEC. Furthermore
interactions lead to such phenomena as superfluidity, molecule creation, and nonlinear
atom optics. (The subjects of this thesis.)
1.4.2 The Gross-Pitaevskii Equation
To construct a Schr6dinger equation for a zero-temperature BEC we need to include
the effect of the binary interactions discussed above. From Eq(1.16) we see that a
test particle moving through a system with density n will have mean-field energy
47rh2a
n (1.17)
m
Therefore, the wave equation takes on a nonlinear form given by
(-2 V2+Vet( + 4irha 1k(rl2 0k0 = P(r), (1.18)
2m ~m
where Vext(r is the external trapping potential, and n = (r 12. Thus, the many-
body ground state is described by the macroscopic order parameter (wavefunction)
(, t) = O ()e - i(/h)t (1.19)
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Because the interaction energy of a condensate typically dominates its kinetic
energy (the Thomas-Fermi regime), we may omit the kinetic energy from Eq(1.18),
yielding
47rh 2aVxt ( + 4wi 1(r)2) 0(r) = /4p(r) Thomas- Fermi Limit (1.20)
From here it is trivial to see that the density is given by
m
n(0 = |p(r2 _ 4 7ri _ V(0] (1.21)
and we arrive at the well-known result that the condensate density takes on the inverse
profile of its trap (typically a parabola).
1.5 Outline of the Thesis
I had the benefit of arriving to the New Lab just six months after their first BEC.
Although our machine has undergone many changes in the past five years, the basics
remain the same. Because our apparatus has been well-documented previously [27,
62], I will omit this discussion in favor of more unique material. In particular, I
include two tutorial chapters on vortex production and Bragg diffraction, which I
hope will prove useful to my successors.
A major portion of my work at MIT has been devoted to the study of quantized
vortices. Chapter 2 is intended as a primer for the basic theory and experimental
techniques underlying vortex physics. Chapters 3-5 detail our studies of nucleation
and dynamics of vortex lattices. More recently, I have worked on cold molecules
created via Feshbach resonance. Chapter 6 explains the motivation for creating cold
molecules, along with our initial experimental results. Chapter 7 is devoted to tech-
niques of Bragg spectroscopy, which were important for our demonstration of coherent
molecular optics (Chapter 8).
Finally, having spent the last five years of my life working on the 2nd floor of
Building 26, I have had the pleasure of sharing in many triumphs and an equal
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number of defeats. With this in mind, I will to try to convey some of the excitement
we've felt, whether it be over something meaningful or something mundane.
This thesis is by no means a complete survey of Bose-Einstein Condensation.
Indeed, the field has grown so rapidly in my time at MIT that I cannot even do
justice to my particular areas of expertise. Fortunately, a large body of work already
exists. In particular, I refer readers to the following useful references:
* Bose-Einstein Condensation in Atomic Gases
Proceedings of the International School of Physics Enrico Fermi, Course CXL
Edited by M. Inguscio, S. Stringari and C.E. Wieman (1999) Ref [49]
* Bose-Einstein Condensation in Dilute Gases
C.J. Pethick and H. Smith (2002) Ref [81]
* Laser Cooling and Trapping
H. Metcalf and P. van der Straten (1999) Ref [71]
In addition, a wealth of practical knowledge lies in the theses of my predecessors.
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Chapter 2
Vortices in Bose-Einstein
Condensates
... the well-known invariant called the hydrodynamic circulation is quantized; the quan-
tum of circulation is h/m.
-Lars Onsager, on the behavior of a Bose gas at zero temperature. (1949)
As we shall see, this statement has very profound implications. The fact that
Bose-condensed systems can be described by a macroscopic order parameter T puts
important restrictions on the way these fluids flow. The requirement that · be single-
valued (Figure 2-1) leads directly to Onsager's conclusion. When these "superfluids"
are rotated, angular momentum can only enter the system in the form of discrete line
defects.
I begin this chapter with a brief (and humble) explanation of the basic principles
of vortices in BEC. As an obligation to my successors, I finish with a discussion of
the '"nuts and bolts" of vortex lattice generation. Chapters 3-5 are dedicated to the
experimental study of vortices in superfluid systems.
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Figure 2-1: Uroboros dining on his tail. The Bohr-Sommerfeld Quantization condition
requires that an integer number of wavelengths fit within any closed loop. This insures
that the wavefunction is single-valued. Illustration by Nadya Abo-Shaeer.
2.1 Vortices- Simple Theory
The theory of vortex nucleation, dynamics, interactions etc. has been the subject of
exhaustive study, first in liquid helium systems [26] and later for BEC [33]. While
atomic BEC is in some ways fundamentally different from liquid helium (inhomo-
geneous density, weaker interactions), the similarities between the two systems has
facilitated rapid theoretical development. One unifying feature of these two fields is
that most of the theory is beyond my comprehension. With this in mind, I leave
the details to the theorists, and present a phenomenological description of superfluid
vortices.
In Chapter 1 we saw that the static properties of a zero-temperature dilute
Bose gas are characterized by the time-independent Gross-Pitaevskii (G-P) equa-
tion (Eq(1.18)). To study the dynamic properties of the system, we must invoke the
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time-dependent G-P equation
iha ( h2 V) (2.1)a- m + U0q1 + a o 1)
where Uo = 4rh 2 /a. To better represent the flow characteristics it is instructive to
recast this equation in an equivalent quantum-hydrodynamical form. Multiplying
through by J* yields
ih*at* =-2 J*V2 + VetlIl 2 + UoI0u4 (2.2)
Subtracting Eq(2.2) from its complex conjugate yields
a h2TVNA(,.ox+T-q _ _. o2,3
at at = 2m (IV2I -II*V24*)
or more succinctly
a 2= h V (x,*Vq - PVX*) (2.4)
at 2 2m i
Re-expressing Eq(2.4) as
atatn±+V.(nv) =O (2.5)
helps to identify this as a continuity equation for compressible flow, where n = IJf2
is the fluid density and the fluid velocity is given by
h
vi= h (*VW - EVA*) (2.6)2mnm
Without loss of generality, the order parameter can be expressed in terms of an
amplitude and phase J = v/-eOi such that
v= -VO (2.7)
m
Thus, we identify the velocity of the condensate with the gradient of the phase. The
fact that; the velocity is field conservative (known as potential flow) places restrictions
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on the fluid motion. Provided that 0 is not singular
V x v = 0 (2.8)
and the flow is irrotational. More generally, for the wavefunction to be single-valued,
the phase accumulated around a closed loop must be an integer multiple of 27r.
A = V d= 27r (2.9)
This is just a restatement of the Bohr-Sommerfeld quantization condition (Figure
2-1). The circulation C around a closed loop is thus
C = . dW= e - - (2.10)
m
and we arrive at Onsager's statement that circulation is quantized in units of r, = h/m.
In general,
V x v = £-A6 (( (2.11)m
To demonstrate the implications of quantized circulation, we recognize from Eq(2.10i)
that the radial velocity profile is
v = £2 (2.12)
Because the energy diverges at the origin, the density must go to zero there. Fluid
is expelled, and a hole appears in the liquid. The size of this hole is determined
by the balance of two competing processes. Mean-field repulsion seeks to fill in the
hole, but the requirement of zero density at the core places a hard wall at the center.
Therefore, we must balance the mean-field's desire to fill the hole with the kinetic
"cost" of bending the wavefunction (recall that kinetic energy is given by the curvature
of the wavefunction). For a feature of size , the kinetic energy per particle is roughly
h2/2m~ 2. The size of the core is then determined by
h2
= nUo (2.13)2m~2
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Thus, the characteristic size of the vortex is, 1(~~~~~ l (2.14)
= _8_-~na
which is typically called the "healing length". In passing, we note that the flow
velocity (Eq(2.12)) at the core (r=~) is equal to the local speed of sound c
c= - U (2.15)
m
We conclude with a few remarks on the bulk properties of systems containing
many vortices. In the limit of very high angular momentum, the quantum system
will mimic the behavior of a classical fluid. That is, the "course-grained" flow field
of the quantum fluid is identical to the rigid-body rotation of a classical fluid (Figure
2-2). Intuitively we know this must be true, because at some point the quantum
and classical pictures must match up (Bohr correspondence principle). Now, using a
well-known result from classical fluid dynamics for the kinetic energy per unit length
of a hollow vortex of radius a and circulation C [26]
o1 2 2 PC2 joE = a apv2dr2 = C2 rn (2.16)
we find that for a superfluid E = (pe2K 2 /47r)n(ro/~). Because this energy is quadratic
in the vortex winding , multiply charged vortices are unstable and will decay into
vortices of unit circulation.' Due to this repulsive vortex-vortex interaction, we might
expect vortices will distribute themselves in some sort of array to minimize energy.
Indeed, numerical simulations [4, 98], followed by experiment [109, 67, 2] have proven
this to be the case, with the lattice taking on a triangular configuration.
Lastly, we note that the angular momentum per particle a distance r from the
origin is mvr = £h. For rigid-body rotation v = Qr, where Q is the (angular) rotation
frequency. Now, a closed loop around the origin will encircle N vortices. Therefore,
'This result is also evident from Eq(2.12). The flow velocity is linear in vortex winding e, therefore
the kinetic energy is proportional to 2.
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Figure 2-2: Bulk lattice flow fields. a) A system containing many vortices will arrange
itself in a triangular lattice to minimize energy. b) The coarse-grained flow field of
the lattice mimics rigid-body rotation.
the vortex density N/27rr2 in the bulk is
nv -2Q (2.17)
K
2.2 Vortex Lattice Tutorial
When the New Lab began its effort to produce vortices the nucleation process was still
somewhat mysterious (see Chapter 4). Indeed, we tried for 3-4 months before obtain-
ing our first signal. Later, I witnessed Aaron Leanhardt go through similar struggles
in his effort to imprint vortices topologically [65]. In both cases the difficulty was not
in setting-up the experiment, but rather finding the proper parameter space to work
in. In retrospect, we both agree that once you know where to look, making vortices
is actually quite easy. Thus, the impetus for this section is to provide the reader with
a "fool-proof recipe" for making vortices.2 Many of the past techniques used by our
group and others are needlessly complicated, and in some cases misleading. I will try
to pare down the process to only its most essential elements.
The courage to write this section stems from my work with Martin Zwierlein
during my final few months in lab. I made a promise to the Lithium Lab that I would
"bring over the vortices" before I left. In my bravado, I also made strong claims
2Disclaimer: The information contained herein is provided as a public service with the under-
standing that the author makes no warranties, either expressed or implied, concerning the accuracy,
completeness, reliability, or suitability of the information.
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about the ease with which it would be done. Finally, I was forced to deliver on my
claims, and as luck would have it, it was much easier than I had anticipated. The
entire process took less than a day and it gave me confidence in the transferability of
the techniques outlined below.
2.2.1 The Rotating Bucket
Vortices are created by rotating the condensate about its symmetric axis. We have
made vortices in a variety of different "buckets", with aspect ratios varying from 2 to
30. However, it is wise to choose a smaller aspect ratio for two reasons:
1) Vortices are 3-dimensional objects. They can twist and bend. This behavior
reduces imaging contrast. In addition, if the imaging axis is tilted with respect
the condensate axis, the reduction in contrast is more severe for longer clouds.
In our first two papers we used a "slicing" technique to image only the center
of the condensate [2, 83]. However, the necessity of this technique is probably
overstated a bit. It is only essential for imaging small numbers of vortices or
vortices created in very long traps.
2) Smaller aspect ratios correspond to a larger radial size. Larger objects are less
sensitive to stirrer alignment and therefore much easier to get rotating.
I prefer an aspect ratio of 4, mostly because our Ioffe-Prtichard-type magnetic
traps tend to be less round below these values (due to trap imperfections and gravita-
tional sag). One should try to work in a regime where the trap is as round as possible.
However, my definition of round is somewhat arbitrary. For instance, JILA's top trap
is round to part in 2000, while most of our work was done in a trap with asymmetry
r_ = (, -W2)/(W; + %2) = 6.4%.
2.2.2 The Swizzle Stick
The condensate is stirred using the optical dipole force created by a detuned laser
beam.
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Figure 2-3: Bullseye. Alignment of the stirrer using in situ phase contrast imaging.
The beam power exceeds the chemical potential of the condensate so atoms are fully
expelled from the center.
The size of the stirring beam should be small compared to the size of the
condensate!
Much of the mystery that surrounded early work on vortex nucleation stemmed
from inefficient coupling of angular momentum to the condensate. The big beam
"Rotating Bucket" approach only works well near the surface mode resonance. As
demonstrated in Chapter 4, a small stirrer is efficient at coupling angular momentum
to the condensate at all frequencies. If you are wedded to the rotating bucket analogy,
think of the small beams as roughness on the surface of an otherwise smooth bucket
(magnetic trap).
Because we are using small beams, a blue-detuned beam is necessary because it
creates a repulsive potential. A red-detuned beam will act as an optical trap. The
stirrer should be made as small as possible for the greatest flexibility. Gaussian beam
waists (/e 2 ) of 5 ,um should be relatively easy to attain. Beam profile is not critical.
The intensity of the stirrer should be enough to overcome the chemical potential u of
the condensate, such that the beam fully pierces the condensate (Figure 2-3).
The technical question that most often arises relates to how the stirring beam is
actually rotated. The method is quite simple. The beam becomes a "swizzle stick"
by passing it through a two-axis acousto-optic deflector. By frequency modulating
the two channels 90° out-of-phase, the (1,1) order will rotate. The method is outlined
in Figure 2-4. It is preferable to use two spots rather than one because symmetric
stirring will induce less dipole oscillation. A lens must be placed a focal length
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Figure 2-4: Optical "Swizzle" Stick. a) Light traveling through a quartz crystal can
be deflected from its path by an acoustic wave. The acoustic wave creates a density
modulation in the crystal off which the beam can Bragg scatter. The angle at which
the beam is scattered is proportional to the acoustic wave drive frequency cW. b)
For (,wy)=(0,0) the beam is undeflected. c) When (w, wy))=(Q0,0) the beam is
deflected by a fixed amount. d) A fast square pulse will split the beam in two. This
frequency should be much faster than the trap frequencies so that the condensate
sees a time-averaged potential. e) By driving the channels 90° out-of-phase, the two
beams rotate in space. The amplitude and frequency of rotation are Qo and Qrot,
respectively.
away from the deflector in order to image the separated beams onto condensate. 3
Course alignment of the beam can be done using mirrors after the deflector. Fine
adjustments can then be made by changing the center frequency of each deflector.
The final alignment should be made using the condensate as a guide. It is preferable
here to use in situ phase-contrast imaging [57] to center the beam (see Figure 2-3).
However, the alignment can also be done using absorption imaging by leaving the
beam on in short time-of-flight (2 ms). This is necessary to reduce the optical
density.
2.2.3 Stirring it Up
Now that the machinery is in place, we turn our attention to stirring the condensate.
Again, phase-contrast imaging is a valuable technique because the stirring can be
monitored directly. Figure 2-5 shows a "movie" of the stirring process. As the stirrer
3These defelectors are large objects so this is a somewhat ambiguous statement. Getting it close
is good enough. As the lens moves out of focus, the deflection sensitivity (beam separation per unit
frequency) is degraded.
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Figure 2-5: Stirring up a Bose-Einstein Condensate. Axial phase contrast images
showing the condensate at 4.4 ms intervals. The "smoking gun" for vorticity is the
build-up of fluid in front of the stirrer. These images demonstrate both the violent
nature of the stirring and the resilience of the condensate. Representative absorption
images are also included.
is turned on we see fluid begin to build-up in front of it. The beam is clearly exerting
a torque on the condensate. The process may seemn too violent, but this is exactly
what you would like to see. From Figure 2-5 we see that the condensate is quite
able to "heal" itself. One need not ramp up the power or rotation frequency of the
stirrer. Simply "slam" on the beams, get angular momentum into the system, get
out, and leave it to the condensate to do the rest. There is one caveat: In order for
the condensate to heal itself it must have a sink for all the excess energy.
Keep the rf-knife on during equilibration!
In fact, we simply leave the rf-knife on at its final value during the entire process,
stirring included.
2.2.4 The Golden Parameters
In my time working on vortices I have noticed that there seem to be universal param-
eters for making vortices. That is, parameters that work regardless of trap geometry.
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Figure 2-6: "Fool-proof' vortex lattice. Using the techniques outlined in this section,
the Lithium lab had over 120 sodium vortices in less than a day. Shown here is the
first shot.
As mentioned earlier, a lot of the difficulty in making vortices is finding the proper
parameter space to work in. These values should provide a good starting point:4
Stir Power: 1.5p
Stirring Time: 200 ms
Stirring Frequency: 0.85wr
Stirring Radius: 0.5RTF
Equilibration Time 500 ms
Table 2.1: Golden parameters for vortex creation.
In fact, Martin and I used these parameters in our first attempt at vortices and
voila! (Figure 2-6).5
4 Thcse parameters are not pulled from thin air. Their origin can be found in the following 3
chapters.
5I will never forget Martin's reaction when this image appeared on the screen. He was so excited
that he temporarily could only speak in German. It was a wonderful reminder of how Chandra and
I felt the first time we made vortices.
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Chapter 3
Vortex Lattices
Properties of vortex lattices are of broad interest in superfluids, superconductors and
even astrophysics. Fluctuations in the rotation rate of pulsars are attributed to the
dynamics of the vortex lattice in a superfluid neutron liquid [31, 26]. Here we show
that vortex formation, and the subsequent self-assembly into a regular lattice, are ro-
bust features of rotating BECs. Gaseous condensates may serve as a model system to
study the dynamics of vortex matter.
This chapter supplements work reported in the following publication:
J.R. Abo-Shaeer, C. Raman, J.M. Vogels, and W. Ketterle
"Observation of Vortex Lattices in a Bose-Einstein Condensate,"
Science 292 p.476-479 (2001).
(Included in Appendix A) Ref [2]
3.1 Perspective
When I began my work at MIT in the summer of 1999, one of the major efforts in
the field was to demonstrate that BEC was a superfluid. There was not much doubt
that this was the case, however the proof was still very important. At the time,
two papers simultaneously provided the first evidence for superfluidity. One, from
E. Cornell's group at JILA, used a phase-engineering technique to observe quantized
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circulation (a vortex) in a two-component condensate [70]. The second, from the
New Lab, used a "stirring" beam to demonstrate a critical velocity for the onset
of dissipation. A more dramatic demonstration of superfluidity came half a year
later from J. Dalibard's group at ENS. Uniting the work of JILA and MIT, the ENS
group used a rotating stirrer to generate up to 4 vortices in their condensate [67].
The results were quite stunning. As a consequence of vortex-vortex interactions, the
vortices arranged themselves into symmetric arrays. In addition, the vortices were
more robust than had been expected, with lifetimes over 1 s.
While our critical velocity results indicated that the dissipative mechanism was
indeed vortex creation, our direct entry into vortices did not begin until the summer
of 2000. At this time Wolfgang suggested we attempt to image the vortices created
via our stirring technique. The prospects were exciting because our experiment had
25 times more atoms than the ENS experiment. My rough calculation predicted we
could see as many as 136 vortices.1 However, we were hoping for around 30, which
still seemed very ambitious.
The road leading to the actual observation of vortex lattices was very rocky.
Chandra and I spent 3-4 months trying to make vortices. We spent many long nights
wondering where the vortices were. Finally, Chandra decided we needed put an end
to the experiment. I was disappointed, but I begrudgingly agreed on the condition
that we give it one last shot.2 Methodically, we went through the process of aligning
the stirring beams to the condensate. The beam size was tailored to what we believed
was the ideal size. The final, and most crucial, step was to verify that the condensate
was actually rotating.
The mistake we made from the outset was to assume that a larger set of stirring
beams (similar to ENS's set-up) would be superior to a small stirrer (similar to our
critical velocity set-up) for making vortices. We thought that it was probably better
to gently rotate the entire fluid, rather than to simply tear through a section of
'My methods for arriving at this value were primitive and lacked any physical understanding of
vortices. I was clever enough to recognize that this number was too high. Under the calculation I
noted "This is Ridiculous!" Ironically, for quite awhile our record number of vortices stood at 134.
2I agreed recognizing that Chandra was soft-hearted and would probably have continued with
the experiment so as not crush me.
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Figure 3-1: First signal of vortices. The best image from the night we observed
vortices.
it. As we will see in Chapter 4, large beams are only effective at stirring over a
narrow frequency range, corresponding to the surface mode resonance [78]. In our
past attempts to stir we chose our frequency arbitrarily. This time we set our stirring
frequency to the surface mode frequency and observed in situ that our condensate
was rotating (See ref.[78] for an explanation of how this is done.). When we released
the condensate from the trap, we noticed a marked difference from our past attempts
to stir. The surface of the condensate was very rough, possibly due to vortices. After
another few shots we had convinced ourselves that they were indeed vortices. Our
best image that night was no thing of beauty (see Figure 3-1). Nonetheless, I was
able to count around 30 vortices in the image. Chandra and I were overjoyed.3 The
next day we were surprised to find that by varying the stirring parameters a bit and
allowing 500 ms of equilibration time after the stir, a beautiful lattice of (85) vortices
formed. Our next two weeks in lab are the subject of the present chapter.
As a side note, prior to the work at ENS, vortex physics (in BEC) was driven
mainly by theory. Indeed, JILA's method for observing the first vortex came from a
3I regret that were unable to share in this excitement with our former colleague Roberto Onofrio,
who had completed his tour in the lab 6 months earlier. His work in the the New Lab helped to
motivate this study.
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theoretical proposal by Williams and Holland [105]. Most theory at this time focused
on systems of one or two vortices. (Because vortices had proven so difficult to create, it
might have seemed too ambitious to consider systems with many.) The experimental
results of ENS and our lab surpassed expectation. Theorists were forced to play
catch up, developing new tools to model the bulk properties of vortices. However,
the theorists fought back,4 proposing new experiments requiring as many vortices
as particles [47]. Our current experiment is still 99,999,828 vortices away from this
regime, which should give theorists plenty of time to catch their breath.
3.2 Observation of Vortex Lattices
A detailed description of our observation of vortex lattices can be found in Appendix
A. Here I will only highlight important results that set the foundation for future
studies.
The main result (Figure 3-2) shows highly-ordered triangular lattices of variable
vortex density containing up to 130 vortices. Such "Abrikosov" lattices were first
predicted for quantized magnetic flux lines in type-II superconductors [4]. A slice
through images shows the visibility of the vortex cores (Fig. 3-3), which was as high as
80%. The lattice had a lifetime of several seconds, with individual vortices persisting
up to 40 s. We can estimate from Eq(2.15) that during its lifetime, the superfluid
flow field near the central vortex core had completed more than 500,000 revolutions
and the lattice itself had rotated approximately 100 times.
At the time, this represented a marked improvement for superfluid vortices. Prior
to this work, the direct observation of vortices had been limited to small arrays
(up to 11 vortices), both in liquid 4He [108] and in rotating gaseous Bose-Einstein
condensates (BEC) [67, 68]. This new regime enabled us to explore the properties
of bulk 'vortex matter", including dynamics, local structure, defects, and long range
order.
A remarkable feature of these lattices is their extreme regularity, free of any major
4An alternate view is that the dramatic strides made them overly optimistic.
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Figure 3-2: Observation of vortex lattices. The examples shown contain (A) 16 (B) 32
(C) 80 and (D) 130 vortices. The vortices have "crystallized" in a triangular pattern.
The diameter of the cloud in (D) was 1 mm after ballistic expansion which represents
a magnification of 20.
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Figure 3-3: Density profile through a vortex lattice. The curve represents a 5 Am
wide cut through a 2D image similar to those in Fig. 3-2 and shows the high contrast
in the observation of the vortex cores.
distortions, even near the boundary. This was a very surprising result for three
reasons:
1) The condensate density is inhomogeneous. Why then should this not distort the
radial symmetry?
2) The condensate has a hard boundary. Why are no edge effects manifest?
3) Numerical simulations under more ideal conditions (uniform density, infinite sys-
tem) show distortion. Campbell and Ziff [13] tell us that in an infinite system
of uniform density, a configuration with perfect triangular symmetry can lower
its energy by rearranging the outermost rings of vortices into circles (see Figure
3-4).
This third reason only added to our bewilderment. Was nature really conspiring
with us?5 In a way it was comforting to see images like that in Figure 3-4c. Indeed,
we did observe more complex lattice configurations in a fraction of the images. Some
show patterns characteristic of dislocations (Fig. 3-5a), grain boundaries (Fig. 3-5b),
and partial crystallization (Fig. 3-6b).
5I didn't want to look a gift horse in the mouth, but times like this made me question whether
Chandra had made a deal with the Devil. Only time will tell.
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Figure 3-4: Structure of a vortex lattice. a) Numerical Simulation of the lattice struc-
ture in an infinite system with uniform density (taken from Ref[13]). The outermost
vortices lower the energy of the system by shifting slightly off-site. b) The real-world
situation is typically free of distortion. c) However, not every lattice is perfectly tri-
angular. (We now recognize these types of features as collective modes of the lattice.
More on this in Chapter 5.)
3.3 Formation and Decay of a Vortex Lattice
The feature of our work that most fascinated me was the crystallization process
(Figure 3-6). It is quite remarkable that such a turbulent system can relax into a
perfect lattice. The mechanism that "freezes out" the vortices was quite mysterious
then, and is still somewhat today. An in-depth analysis of this process is the subject
of Chapter 5.
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Figure 3-5: Vortex lattices with defects. In (A) the lattice has a dislocation near the
center of the condensate. In (B) there is a defect reminiscent of a grain boundary.
Figure 3-6: Formation and decay of a vortex lattice. The condensate was rotated for
400 ms and then equilibrated in the stationary magnetic trap for various hold times.
(A) 25 ms (B) 100 ms (C) 200 ms (D) 500 ms (E) 1 s (F) 5 s (G) 10 s (H) 40 s.
The decreasing size of the cloud in (E)-(H) reflects a decrease in atom number due
to inelastic collisions. The field of view is approximately 1 mm x 1.15 mm.
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Chapter 4
Vortex Nucleation
Since the realization of BEC in 1995, the nature of quantized vortices has been the sub-
ject of much debate within the community. The first questions centered on creation
and detection of vortices. How does one put angular momentum into the system?
How would vorticity manifest itself? Initial difficulties in creating vortices led many
to question whether they were even stable. While work at JILA showed promise [70],
all doubts were laid to rest by the pioneering work of the ENS group [67]. However,
their work did raise new questions, specifically about the anomalously high critical
frequency for nucleation. It is at this point that this chapter picks up.
This chapter supplements work reported in the following publication:
C. Raman, J.R. Abo-Shaeer, J.M. Vogels, K.Xu, and W. Ketterle
"Vortex Nucleation in a Stirred Bose-Einstein Condensate,"
Phys. Rev. Lett. 87 210402 (2001).
(Included in Appendix B) Ref [83]
4.1 Perspective
Work in this chapter was borne out from the desire to reconcile the results of our
studies of critical velocity [84, 79] with our work on quantized vortices [2]. Even
before we had actually observed vortices, we were confident that the critical velocity
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we measured could be attributed to the creation of vortices. Indeed, numerical sim-
ulations of our system predicted the appearance of vortex pairs at a critical velocity
very close to what we had observed [52]. These simulations relied on an energetic
argument given by the Landau criterion, which states that above a certain stirring
velocity excitations are energetically possible. The Landau critical velocity is given
by [48]
v = minp(ep/p). (4.1)
where ep is the energy of the excitation with momentum p. However, initial results by
the ENS group [67] seemed to indicate that vortices were nucleated only at rotational
frequencies much higher than those expected from the Landau criterion. At the time
this was a confusing result, and several ideas were proposed to explain it [30, 35],
including tunnelling barriers that required a higher rotation frequency to stabilize
the vortex. However, the ENS group correctly recognized that this discrepancy was
actually due to the stirring process itself. Their idea was that vortices were formed via
a dynamic instability (breakdown) of a surface wave. Surface mode resonances occur
at w~/v, where wor is the radial trap frequency, and e is the polarity of the mode.
Therefore, because their two-point stirrer could only efficiently drive the f = 2 surface
mode, this is the only region where they could produce vortices. However, stirrers of
higher polarity should generate vortices at lower frequencies until the Landau criterion
is met.
Q = minl(wr/v/). (4.2)
Expressed here in terms of critical rotation frequency, but formally equivalent to
Eq(4.1).
In our first paper we observed this same resonant production, however we also
showed that vortices could be generated at much lower frequencies than wr//2, sim-
ply by driving the surface mode off resonance (essentially power broadening it) [2].
However, the number of vortices we observed was always much smaller than the
equilibrium value corresponding to rigid-body rotation.
In the present work we demonstrate that increasing the polarity of the stirrer does
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Figure 4-1: Discrete resonances in vortex nucleation. The number of vortices created
by multi-point patterns is shown. The arrows below the graph show the positions of
the surface mode resonances wr/V. Inset shows 2-,3-, and 4-point dipole potentials
produced by a 25 Sum waist laser beam imaged onto the CCD camera.
indeed lower the frequency at which the maximum number of vortices are produced
(Figure 4-1). More importantly, we demonstrate that the "global" surface wave reso-
nances are not a necessity for creating vortices. Rather, they only act as an efficient
means for coupling angular momentum into the system. The proof of this comes
when we reduce the size of the stirring beams. In this case we no longer address
the condensate globally. Rather, vortices are generated via local instabilities. As
expected from our work on critical velocity, the number of vortices produced in this
regime simply increases linearly with rotation frequency (velocity).
As is often the case, what was once very confusing, is obvious in retrospect.
Vortices can be generated both locally, and globally, but the two mechanisms are
fundamentally the same. At the time, this work went a long way in demystifying
the vortex making process. Indeed, we found that not only was it not necessary to
drive the surface modes, it was actually an inferior scheme to creating the vortices
locally. Our findings can be summed up succinctly by two statements, one attributed
to James Anglin, and the other to Wolfgang Ketterle.1
'These statements must be qualified. They only relate to vortices generated via stirring. Vortices
created using phase-engineering techniques [70, 65] need not meet these requirements.
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Figure 4-2: Nonresonant nucleation using a small stirrer. a) Average number of
vortices created using a 2-point pattern positioned at the edge of the condensate. b)
Effective lattice rotation frequency. The lines in both graphs indicate the rigid-body
limit (shifted to account for the critical velocity for nucleation.)
* Vortices are generated at surfaces! Whenever questions arose about the
difference between local and global vortex excitation, James would emphatically
make this statement. At the time it seemed a bit reductionist to me. Now I
cannot decide whether it is profound or trivial. In essence the statement is this:
There is no a priori reason to believe that vortices can only be generated at the
Thomas-Fermi surface of the condensate. The surface created by a small stirrer
passing through the condensate is just as good.
* Vortices are generated by surface instabilities. Wolfgang was fond of
making this statement in talks while showing the slide in Figure 4-3. It is es-
sentially a restatement of the Landau criterion: above a certain critical velocity,
the flow at the surface becomes turbulent and breaks apart into vortices.
4.1.1 A Brief Aside...
The resonances in Figure 4-1 were close to the frequencies of excitation of 1 =2, 3
and 4 surface modes (wi/l = wr//1) [19]. A second, higher resonance appeared in
the 3- and 4-point data. We originally postulated that this structure "could be due
to additional coupling to the quadrupole (1 = 2) mode caused by misalignment of the
laser beams [16]. The extra peaks and the shift of the resonances from the frequencies
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Figure 4-3: Surface instabilities nucleate vortices. 4.As the fluid is excited, surface
instabilities begin to appear. b) At some critical excitation amplitude a vortex state
is energetically favored. The field of view is 20" x 15". Experimental data courtesy
of W. Ketterle.
wi/l may be due to the presence of vortices and the stirrer, both of which make an
unperturbed surface mode analysis inadequate."
I would like to add an additional note that again seems obvious in retrospect. The
most likely explanation for the the structure in the 3- and 4-point data is that the
system was overdriven. (The 2-point data was taken at much lower stirring power
and hence does not exhibit this same behavior.) The coupling was so strong on
resonance that vortices were ejected from the system. Thus, the number of vortices
dips sharply on resonance. We see similar behavior when we stir the condensate near
the trap frequency. This simple explanation did not occur to any of us at the time.
It actually came about three years later when I showed the data to Martin Zwierlein,
who upon glancing at the curves said something to the effect of "Aaahhh, this is where
you super power-broadened the resonances." to which I responded with an "Oohh --
(expletive)!"
4.2 Vortex Structure
At low rotational velocities, vortices should not be rectilinear as assumed in many
theoretical calculations but bent [36, 5]. Such bent vortices should have lower visibility
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Figure 4-4: Three-dimensional structure of vortices. Shown are several examples of
time-of-flight pictures of condensates at low rotational frequencies, where "smeared-
out" vortex cores and elongated features were observed. The condensate radius was
510 Mm.
due to the line of sight integration across the optically pumped condensate slice.
Figure 4-4 shows several examples. Some appear as vortex lattices with tilted vortex
cores. Other images show structures reminiscent of half rings and coiled vortices.
However, it is not obvious how some of the observed time-of-flight features are related
to spatial structures in the trapped condensate.
4.3 Effects of Rotation
In our earlier work we observed that the size of a condensate with vortices exceeded
the size of the non-rotating condensate [2]. Figure 4-5 shows an enhancement of
the cloud size R in time-of-flight by up to 25% due to additional rotational kinetic
energy. Rotation adds a centrifugal potential- MQ2r2 , leading to an effective radialtr~~ ~~~~~~~~-~~.rlaing tefqenct v ofadial 2
trapping frequency of /w2 - Q2.2 Let us keep this effect in mind as we move to the
next chapter.
2This, of course, sets the trap frequency w,. as the limit to how fast we can rotate the condensate
before losing confinement.
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Figure 4-5: Centrifugal effects on a rotating condensate. a) Observed radial size of
the condensate, as determined from a parabolic fit to the time-of-flight distribution
after 41.5 ms. (b,c) Comparison of a non-rotating condensate (Rtof = 570 m) and
one with 160 vortices. Radial in-situ phase contrast imaging of d) a condensate at
rest, and e) in rotation at a frequency of 75 Hz, showing the modified aspect ratio.
The length of the condensate in d) was 200 pum.
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Chapter 5
Formation and Decay of Vortex
Lattices
The striking regularity of vortex lattices may be viewed as a rather auspicious feature
of nature. While Abrikosov and Tkachenko showed that these triangular lattices are
energetically favored, it was unclear whether the dynamics of the system would allow a
disordered state to "crystallize". Here we investigate the time scales and mechanisms
for this crystallization. In contrast to the decay of the vortex lattice, temperature ap-
pears not to play a critical role in its formation.
This chapter supplements work reported in the following publication:
J.R. Abo-Shaeer, C. Raman, and W. Ketterle
"Formation and Decay of Vortex Lattices in Bose-Einstein
Condensates at Finite Temperatures,"
Phys. Rev. Lett. 91 070409 (2002).
(Included in Appendix C) Ref [1]
5.1 Introduction
Here we report the first quantitative investigation of vortex dynamics at finite tem-
perature. The crystallization and decay of a vortex lattice have been studied and
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Figure 5-1: a) Spin down of a rotating condensate in a static magnetic trap. The first
phase contrast image is taken 200 ms after turning off the drive, with each subsequent
image spaced by 200 ms. The rotating vortex lattice caused a radial swelling of the
condensate, reducing the aspect ratio. As vortices leave the system the aspect ratio
approaches its static value of 4.2. The field of view is 25 ,um by 75 m.
a striking difference is found between the two processes: while the crystallization
is essentially temperature independent, the decay rate increases dramatically with
temperature.
As mentioned in Chapter 4, the condensate's rotation rate can be inferred from
its centrifugal "bulge". Because of this, the decay rate can be determined by taking
a series of in situ images of a single condensate.
In studying the formation process an interesting experimental challenge arises:
How exactly can we quantify formation? A clever method devised by my colleague T.
Rosenband will be introduced, and then revisited in more depth later. Results from
the formation analysis will allow us to draw some surprising conclusions about the
mechanism driving formation.1
5.2 Decay of Vortex Lattices
The decay of the vortex lattice can be observed by monitoring the centrifugal distor-
tion of the cloud due to the presence of vorticity. This is a quantitative measure for
the rotation frequency, Q, of the lattice, and therefore the number of vortices [77].
Such distorted shapes have been observed previously for rotating clouds[2, 41, 83].
The shape of a rotating condensate is determined by the magnetic trapping po-
'As is often the case in physics, what seems surprising to some is obvious to others. However, to
the best of my knowledge, this formation mechanism is still an open-ended question.
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Figure 5-2: Decay of a vortex lattice at finite temperatures. a) The aspect ratio of
the condensate approaching its static value. b) The decay of the rotation rate of the
lattice for the same data using Eq. (5.1). The decay of the rotation depends strongly
on the thermal component.
tential and the centrifugal potential -MQ 2 r2 , where M is the atomic mass. From
the effective radial trapping frequency wr -- =;r W Q2, one obtains the aspect
ratio of the rotating cloud, A' = w'/z, as
A'= AV - (Q/wr)2 . (5.1)
The damping rate of the vortex lattice, obtained from exponential fits to the data,
was studied at different temperatures by varying the condensed fraction of atoms in
the trap.
Figure 5-2a shows how the aspect ratio of the condensate approaches its static
value as the vortex lattice decays. The decrease of the angular speed appears to
be exponential (Figure 5-2b) and strongly depends on temperature (Figure 5-3). It
should be noted that the exponential nature of the decay is related to the co-rotation
of the thermal cloud with the condensate. When the thermal cloud is fixed, theoretical
[112] and experimental [67] studies show nonexponetial behavior.
5.3 Formation of Vortex Lattices
In addition to the decay process, the formation of the vortex lattice has also been
examined. After rotating the condensate it typically took hundreds of ms for the
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Figure 5-3: Decay rates for vortex lattices at several temperatures. The rates are
determined from data taken during the 1st second of equilibration.
lattice to form (see Figure 4 in ref. [2]). One may expect the lattice to form in the
rotating frame during the stirring because the lattice is the lowest energy state for
a given angular momentum. The absence of equilibration in the rotating frame is
presumably due to heating and excitation of collective lattice modes by the stirring
beams. The crystallization of the vortex lattice was studied by determining the
contrast or visibility of the vortex cores as a function of equilibration time. To avoid
any bias, we used an automated vortex recognition algorithm. First, each image was
normalized by dividing it by a blurred duplicate of itself. A binary image was then
created, with a threshold set to the value at which the algorithm reliably detected
almost all vortices that were identified by visual inspection of equilibrated images
(there was less than 5% discrepancy). Clusters of contiguous bright pixels within
a circular area were counted as "visible" vortices. Figure 5-4a shows three vortex
lattices after different equilibration times with the visible vortices identified.
Figure 5-4b,c show that the formation of the lattice depends very weakly, if at all,
on temperature over the range studied. The larger number of vortices crystallized at
lower temperatures (Figure 5-4b) is due to the strong temperature dependence of the
lattice decay rates, which differed by more than a factor of 5. We can correct for this
by estimating the number of vortices NV(t) as a function of time from the centrifugal
distortion measurements described above as N(t) = 2Q(t)/. 7rR(t)2, where K = hIM
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Figure 5-4: Crystallization of the vortex lattice. a) The top row shows three con-
densates that have equilibrated for 50, 150 and 300 mins, respectively, and have 48, 86
and 140 vortices recognized as "visible" by our algorithm. The bottom row shows
the same condensates with the "visible" vortices circled. The field of view was 1.4
mm by 1.6 mm. b) Growth of the number of visible vortices for several temperatures
expressed by the condensate fraction (No/N). c) Visibility of vortices derived from
the data in figure b, normalized by the number of vortices inferred from centrifugal
distortion measurements.
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is the quantum of circulation, M the sodium mass and R the radial Thomas-Fermi
radius. By normalizing the number of visible vortices by this estimate, we deduce the
vortex visibility as a function of time. These lattice formation curves overlap almost
perfectly for different temperatures (Figure 5-4c).
5.3.1 Damping Mechanism
In contrast to the decay, the crystallization process of the vortex lattice was essentially
independent of temperature. This was unexpected because all dissipative processes
observed thus far in BECs, including the decay of the vortex lattice, have shown a
strong temperature dependence [53, 92]. D. Feder has numerically simulated a stirred
condensate using only the Gross-Pitaevskii equation. The results show that the ab-
sence of dissipation leads to rapid, irregular motion of the vortices. The addition of a
phenomenological dissipative term in ref. [99] resulted in the formation of triangular
vortex lattices. However, the origin of the dissipation was not identified. Our results
suggest that the time-limiting step for the evolution of a vortex tangle into a regular
lattice does not depend strongly on temperature. One possibility is that the thermal
cloud is not directly involved. This may be similar to the reconnection of vortices or
the damping of Kelvin modes, where the spontaneous creation of excitations act as a
dissipative mechanism [63]. Another possibility is that the rearrangement of the vor-
tices into a rectilinear lattice is slow and not limited by dissipation. Our quantitative
analysis of the formation process seems to contradict qualitative observations made
in Paris [67], in which the lattice ordering appeared to have temperature dependence.
This indicates that further study may be necessary to fully characterize the role of
the thermal cloud in the formation process.
5.4 "Visible" Vortices Revisited
The algorithm for defining a "visible" vortex was touched upon earlier. I revisit it
here because it was not only crucial to the experiment, but because it made such a
qualitative difference in our lives. Vortex lattices were both a blessing and a curse
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for Chandra Raman and me. This algorithm grew out of our desire to automate the
vortex counting. For the previous paper on vortex nucleation [83], the two of us spent
endless hours methodically counting the vortices as they appeared on our monitor.
For that paper alone we counted over 50,000 vortices by hand. By my estimate,
Chandra and I counted over 1 million total! Throughout this time Till Rosenband,
UROP extraordinaire, kept telling me he could write a program to do the counting
for us. Finally one night I demanded that he deliver. By the time I came to work the
next morning Till had a working program.
5.4.1 Vortex Counting Algorithm
How can we quantify the formation process? The answer is relatively simple: count
the number of vortices that become "visible" over time. The obvious question then
becomes: What defines a "visible" vortex? This answer is again simple. It does not
matter how you define a visible vortex as long as the following criteria are met:
* There should be some time dependence on the number of "visible" vortices. We
know that as the lattice crystallizes, the visibility increases. Thus, our program
should detect this qualitative behavior
* Under identical conditions, the visibilty should be consistent from shot-to-shot.
* The number of vortices that the program counts after crystallization should be
consistent with hand counts.
Any algorithm that meets these three criteria works. Figure 5-5 details our ap-
proach.
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Figure 5-5: Vortex counting algorithm. The raw image in (a) is divided by the image
in (b), a blurred duplicate of itself, resulting in the image in (c). This removes the
density profile of the condensate and normalizes the brightness of each vortex. This
image is then smoothed to remove noise, resulting in image (d). Bright features
(vortices) are enhanced by taking the exponential of image (d). A binary threshold
is then applied to image (e) such that all pixels below a certain value are set to zero
(white), while those above are set to 1 (black). (f) Clusters of contiguous bright
pixels above a certain area are counted as "visible" vortices. (g) The location of
each "visible" vortex is marked on the original image. In this example the computer
counted 133 vortices, while a hand count yielded 134.
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Chapter 6
Formation of Ultracold Sodium
Molecules
Extending the ultralow temperature regime from atoms to molecules has been a primary
goal for atomic physicists. Ultracold molecules offer promise for tests of fundamen-
tal symmetry and coherent quantum chemistry. Here I discuss experiments in which
quantum-degenerate molecules are created from cold atomic samples.
This chapter describes work reported in the following publications:
K.Xu, T. Mukaiyama, J.R. Abo-Shaeer, J.K. Chin, D.M. Miller, and W.
Ketterle "Formation of Quantum-Degenerate Sodium Molecules,"
Phys. Rev. Lett. 91 210402 (2003).
T. Mukaiyama, J.R. Abo-Shaeer, K. Xu, J.K. Chin, and W. Ketterle
"Dissociation and Decay of Ultracold Sodium Molecules,"
Phys. Rev. Lett. 92 180402 (2004).
(Included in Appendix D) Ref [76]
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6.1 Why Cold Molecules?
The motivation for producing ultracold molecules is many-fold. Atomic Bose-Einstein
condensates are an ideal system for studies of macroscopic quantum phenomena, in-
cluding tests of coherence, superfluidity, and collective excitations. The production of
molecular condensates could facilitate an entirely new class of experiments. Promising
areas include quantum gases with anisotropic dipolar interactions, tests of fundamen-
tal symmetries, and "Superchemistry", where chemical reactions are stimulated via
macroscopic occupation of a quantum state [44].
Despite substantial effort, the creation of molecular condensates has proven dif-
ficult. Unfortunately, some techniques that are successful for atom cooling are not
easily applied to molecules. Laser cooling is one example of this. Because molecules
lack closed (cycling) transitions, it is difficult to coax them into repeatedly scattering
resonant light [8]. Until recently, efforts to cool molecules focused mainly on buffer gas
loading [104] and Stark deceleration [9]. However, these techniques are still several
orders of magnitude from a phase-space density of unity.
Recently, the difficulty in cooling molecules directly has been circumvented by
preparing molecules from quantum-degenerate atomic samples. This, of course, re-
quires that the molecules are formed without release of energy. Two methods have
proven successful for doing this: photoassociation [106, 87] and magneto-association
[28, 45, 107, 85, 55, 113, 18, 96] (Figure 6-1). Photoassociation is a process whereby
two colliding atoms collectively absorb a pair of photons, forming a bound molecule.1
Magneto-association occurs when the energy of two colliding atoms is magnetically
shifted into resonance with a molecular state. While the translational temperature
of these molecules is commensurate with their source atoms, both methods create
molecules in highly-vibrational states. In the case of photoassociation, poor wave-
function overlap limits coupling to the last few levels of the ground state potential
(The Franck-Condon principle). For magneto-association, the vibrational levels are
limited to those that are (magnetically) accessible. The closest states to threshold
1This is a specific case of photoassociation. Single photon transitions are also possible, however
molecules can only be formed in an excited molecular state (due to selection rules).
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Figure 6-1: Methods for producing ultracold molecules. a) Photoassociation: By
choosing vl, v2 properly, one can induce Raman transitions between free-atom and
bound molecular states. b) Magnetoassociation: An applied magnetic field shifts a
closely-lying molecular state into resonance with a free-atom state. As the molecular
state passes below the free-atom state, atoms are converted to molecules. As dis-
cussed in the text, both processes create molecules in translationally cold, but high
vibrational states.
are typically the highest vibrational states of an excited molecule (on the order of the
hyperfine splitting). Because the vibrational ground state of the excited molecule is
50 GHz below these states, a field of - 5 T is required bring it into resonance.
It is important to note that these ultracold samples are not molecular condensates
(at least not directly after creation). For Fermionic molecules2 the reason is simple,
they were not a condensate to begin with. Indeed, these molecules simply inherit
the momentum distribution of their source (a degenerate Fermi gas). For Bosonic
molecules the reasons are more subtle and may even depend on how one defines a
BEC.
I begin this chapter with a discussion of basic principles underlying Feshbach res-
onances. Feshbach resonances are currently the most popular method for generating
ultracold molecules. Next, I describe the experimental realization of quantum degen-
erate sodium molecules. Some important (and unfortunate) properties are covered,
such as initial phase-space density and lifetime. Finally, I conclude with a discus-
2To clarify, I use the terms "Fermionic molecules" to describe molecules composed of Fermionic
atoms and "Bosonic molecules" to describe molecules composed of Bosonic atoms. Of course, both
classes of molecules are Bosonic. The terminology is a bit sloppy, but it greatly simplifies the text.
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sion of the characteristics that define a Bose-Einstein Condensate, and why Bosonic
molecules have (thus far) failed to meet these criteria.
6.2 Feshbach Resonances
The analysis of atom-atom interactions is fairly simple in the ultracold regime (
1 K). At these temperatures the de Broglie wavelengths ( 104ao) of colliding atoms
extend much further than their atomic diameters (- 102ao). Because waves impinging
on small objects (compared to their wavelength) produce primarily isotropic scatter-
ing, it is appropriate to limit our treatment of ultracold interactions to the s-wave
regime. In this case the two-body Hamiltonian V(Fl, F2) can be approximated by the
local Hamiltonian [81]
V(l, 2) = 47rh2a(F1 - 2) (6.1)
where rn is the atomic mass and a is the s-wave scattering length. The precise value
of a depends on details of the interatomic potential, and very small variations can
produce dramatic variation. Recall from Chapter 1 that the magnitude and sign of
a dictate the macroscopic properties of the condensate, including the density profile
and stability. When the scattering length is positive, atoms bounce off one another
like hard spheres of radius a. When the scattering length is negative, atoms tend to
attract, and the condensate is stable only for small numbers of atoms [86].
The fact that the interaction strength depends critically on this single parameter
a has very important consequences. As we shall see, both the magnitude and sign of
a can be externally controlled, providing experimentalists with unprecedented control
over the properties of the system. The feature that allows us to "tune" a is known
as a Feshbach Resonance [32]. In the vicinity of these resonances a diverges to ±oo
(Fig. 6-2). Feshbach resonances occur when the total energy of two colliding atoms
equals the energy of a molecular state. Therefore, if the magnetic moment of the
molecular state differs from the atomic state, one can use a magnetic field to Zeeman
shift the two states into resonance. The use of Feshbach resonances to tune atomic
interactions was first suggested in 1992 by B. Verhaar and colleagues [97].
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3Figure 6-2: Resonant enhancement of the scattering length in the vicinity of a Fesh-
bach resonance. Resonances of this type occur when a new bound state is introduced
to the system. The lineshape has functional form a = ao[1 - AB/(B- B0)], where
a0 is the background scattering length, AB is the width of the resonance, and B is
the resonance center.
6.2.1 Model of Feshbach Resonance
To understand why scattering is enhanced in the vicinity of a Feshbach resonance we
turn our attention to a simple model for colliding atoms at threshold (Figure 6-3)
[20]. The van der Waal potential, typical of interatomic interactions, is replaced by
a spherical box of depth V0 and extent b. Since we are considering only s-waves we
look for solutions to the Schrodinger equation with = 0.
+ (r ) = 0 (6.2)
where p is the reduced mass of the system. Defining k = V/-pV/h, the solutions to
Eq(6.2) are
(r) A(r-a) r>b (6.3)
Bsini(kr) r < b
Therefore, the scattering length has form
a = b- tan(kb) (6.4)
kA plot of this func ion is given in Figure 6-3c. From this we note the following:
A plot of this function is given in Figure 6-3c. From this we note the following:
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Figure 6-3: Toy potential to illustrate resonant scattering. a) The van der Waal
potential is typical of interatomic interactions. This potential is modelled by b) an
exactly-solvable toy potential. c) As the potential depth V0 is increased, the scattering
length diverges each time a new bound state is introduced to the system.
1) As the depth of the well V0 is increased, the scattering length diverges whenever
kb = (2n + 1)7r/2. This is equivalent to the condition that the spherical well
possesses a zero-energy bound state. Thus, we see that resonances occur upon
the appearance of a new bound state.
2) Away from the resonances the scattering length approaches the background value
b, the same behavior we observed in Figure 6-2.
3) Slightly below the threshold for the appearance of a bound state, a becomes large
and negative. Above threshold a switches sign. Therefore, in order to make
molecules we should sweep the atoms from the negative side of the resonance
to the positive side.
To be clear, the model used here is that of a single-channel resonance. Feshbach
resonances are inherently two-channel features. However, the characteristic behavior
is identical.
6.2.2 Experimental Notes
The first observations of Feshbach resonances were not made by observing molecule
creation directly, rather by measuring enhanced losses and a dispersive variation of
the scattering length in the vicinity of the resonance[50, 93]. Typically, the main loss
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Figure 6-4: Loss mechanism in the vicinity of a Feshbach resonance. a) In three-body
recombination two atoms form a deeply bound molecule, with the third carrying away
the excess energy. When the scattering length is increased, the probability that three
atoms will come in contact also increases. b) The three hyperfine states just below
the 907 G resonance of 1, 1 > state. c) Passing through the resonance, atoms in the
m = +1 are preferentially lost.
mechanism for a condensate is three-body recombination (Figure 6-4). I this process
three atoms come together to form binary molecule, with one atom carrying away the
binding energy. Because this process requires three atoms to come in contact, its
occurrence is rare.3 However, at the Feshbach resonance ai is greatly enhanced, and
thus, so to is the likelihood of contact. Therefore, the primary signature of Feshbach
resonances in bosonic systems is strong inelastic decay.
6.3 Production of Molecules
To generate the molecules, sodium condensates in the IF= 1, mF = -1) state were
prepared in an optical dipole trap. The radial and axial trap frequencies of Wr =
27r x 290 Hz and wz = 2r x 2.2 Hz, respectively, gave Thomas-Fermi radii of Rr = 5 m
and Rz = 650 m, and a peak density of 1.7 x 1014 cm-3 for 5 million atoms. An
adiabatic radio frequency sweep was used to transfer the atoms into the 1, 1) state,
which has a 1 G wide Feshbach resonance at 907 G [50, 100].
After 1 second equilibration in the optical trap, the molecules were generated
3At least this is the case for typical peak densities of -2 1020 m - 3.
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Figure 6-5: (a) Experimental method for producing and detecting ultracold molecules.
(i) Bose condensed atoms in an optical dipole trap are exposed to a magnetic field just
below a Feshbach resonance. (ii) The field is quickly stepped through the resonance
to minimize atom loss. (iii) The field is then swept back through the resonance,
creating an atom-molecule mixture. (iv) Unpaired atoms are removed from the trap
with resonant light, yielding a pure molecular sample. (v) The trap is switched off,
allowing the molecules to expand ballistically. (vi) Finally, the magnetic field is swept
back across the resonance to reconvert the molecules to atoms for imaging (vii). (b)
Image of the atomic sample after ramping the field to produce molecules; (c) after
the resonant light pulse has removed all unpaired atoms; (d) after the molecules
(r- 105) have been reconverted to atoms. (b-c) were taken along the weak axis of the
trap after 17 ms ballistic (time-of-flight - TOF) expansion. (e) An image showing
both atomic (top) and molecular (bottom) clouds after 14 ms ballistic expansion,
spatially separated by a magnetic field gradient. With 4 ms field ramp-down time,
some molecules survived even without the blast pulse, but are much more heated.
The field of view of each image is 1.8 mm x 1.3 mm.
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Figure 6-6: "Blast" pulse for removing unpaired atoms. a) To remove unpaired
atoms from the trap, the sample was irradiated with a 10 us pulse of resonant light.
b) Because the blast was done at a field far from the Feshbach resonance, the mix-
ing between atomic and molecular states was small, and therefore molecules were
transparent to pulse.
using the field ramping scheme illustrated in Figure 6-5a. An applied magnetic field
was ramped in 100 ms to 4 G below the 907 G Feshbach resonance. The field was
generated using a pair of large bias and small anti-bias coils. Because molecules are
only created when sweeping across the resonance from negative to positive scattering
length, the field was stepped up to 913 G as quickly as possible (1 s) to jump
over the resonance with minimal atom loss. After allowing 2.5 ms for transient field
fluctuation to damp out, the field was ramped down in time TDown. Due to atom-
molecule coupling, part of the atomic population was transferred into the molecular
state following the Landau-Zener avoided crossing. With the given width of the
resonance and the atomic density, we use a simple Landau-Zener model to calculate
a ramp speed of 104 G/s to transfer roughly half the atoms to the molecular state
[72, 101, 110]. However, inelastic collisions led to fast decay for both the atoms and
the molecules near the resonance. We found that a faster ramp speed of 105 G/s
(corresponding to TDon = 50 ps) gave optimal results. The conversion efficiency of
atoms to molecules was -4%. Slower ramp speeds resulted in a similar number of
molecules, but at higher temperature (see Figure 6-5e).
The blast pulse was applied along the radial axis of the trap to minimize collisions
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Figure 6-7: Ballistic expansion of a pure molecular sample. Absorption images of
molecular clouds (after reconversion to atoms) are shown for increasing expansion
time after switching off the optical trap. The small expansion velocity corresponds
to a temperature of -30 nK, characteristic of high phase-space density. The images
are taken along the weak axis of the trap. The field of view of each image is 3.0 mm
x 0.7 mm.
between the escaping atoms and the molecules at rest (see Figure 6-6a). A 20 s
pulse of resonant light removed all atoms from the optical trap, leaving behind a pure
molecular sample (see Fig. 6-5). At only 4 G below the Feshbach resonance, the light
was still close to resonance with molecular photodissociation to low-velocity atoms,
but the overlap matrix element was sufficiently diminished to leave the molecules
unaffected (see Figure 6-6b). After a variable hold time, the optical trap was switched
off and the molecules expanded ballistically for between 4 to 20 mns. The molecules
were detected by converting them back to atoms with field ramp-up in Tup = 100 s
at the end of expansion. Varying Tup between 50 s and 4 ms did not affect the
recovered atom number, though shorter -up's recovered atoms with larger kinetic
energy [76]. Thus we assume all molecules are converted back to atoms. A resonant
absorption image was taken after an additional 500 s, which allowed the imaging
field to settle. The rapid conversion of molecules to atoms after a long expansion time
ensured that the absorption images accurately depicted the momentum distribution
of the molecular cloud.
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Atoms and molecules were separated during the ballistic expansion by a Stern-
Gerlach technique (Figure 6-5e). Due to trap imperfections, the large bias coils
provided an additional radial gradient of the axial field of -2.8 G/cm in the vicinity
of the condensate. This value was determined from the trajectory of the falling atoms.
Since the molecules have a different magnetic moment, they separate from the atoms
during the ballistic expansion (Figure 6-5e). From the separation of the atomic and
molecular clouds at different times, we determined the difference between atomic
and molecular magnetic moments to be 3 .2 /B (B is the Bohr magneton), in good
agreement with theory [110].
6.4 Molecular Properties
6.4.1 Phase-Space Density
For different ramp down times TDown, the time-of-flight images of the molecular cloud
exhibit drastically different momentum distribution. The coldest cloud was obtained
with the fastest ramp down time possible, TDown = 50 /is (Fig. 6.3). A gaussian fit
was used to determine the molecular temperature Tm and the phase-space density.
Due to the rapid ramp down, the molecules had no time to adjust to the external
trapping potential or any mean-field interactions. Therefore, we assume the molecules
were uniformly created with the Thomas-Fermi profile of the original atomic BEC.
The peak phase-space density is then given by
PSDpeak = ( 2 rkBTM 87R2R (6.5)
15 r z
where h is the Planck constant, kB is the Boltzmann constant, Mm is the molecular
mass, Nm is the number of molecules. The second factor in the equation is the peak
density for a Thomas-Fermi profile.
Phase-space densities in excess of 20 were observed, much larger than the critical
value of 2.6. This demonstrates that a quantum-degenerate cloud of atoms can be
transformed into a quantum-degenerate molecular gas.
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Figure 6-8: Temperature of the molecular cloud. After 15 ms, the temperature sat-
urates at - 250 nK. Error bars represent the statistical error (standard deviation).
The inset shows finer resolution data for holding times up to 6 ms. The solid line is
a guide to the eye.
6.4.2 Molecular Lifetimes
Further experiments with ultracold sodium molecules will critically depend on their
collision properties. Therefore we studied heating and inelastic collision processes.
As shown in Figure 6-8, we observed monotonic heating of the pure molecular sample
over - 30 ms. In addition, we observed short timescale oscillations (6 ms) in the fitted
temperature (inset of Figure 6-8). Such breathing oscillations were excited because
the molecules were formed over the volume of the atomic condensate and started
oscillation around their equilibrium volume (see Figure 6-9). The equilibrium volume
deduced from the observed released energy is much smaller than the initial volume.
The absence of damping implies a collision time of at least 6 ms, or a molecular
scattering length smaller than 17 nm (obtained using the expression for the collision
rate 87ra2 vthnm where vth is the thermal velocity). It is unclear whether the oscillation
disappeared due to collisions or limited signal-to-noise ratio.
The temperature of the molecular cloud saturated at -, 250 nK after 15 ms. A
possible explanation is the balance between heating due to inelastic molecular decay
and the evaporative cooling caused by the finite trap depth (1.7 K). This would imply
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T
Figure 6-9: Collapse of a molecular cloud. a) The size of the atomic condensate is set
by its mean-field energy. b) After passing through the Feshbach resonance a small
fraction of the sample is converted to molecules. c) When unpaired atoms are blasted
away the molecules no longer have sufficient mean-field energy to sustain their size.
d) The molecules collapse and undergo breathing oscillations for a short period of
time (see the inset of Figure 6-8) before reaching their new equilibrium size.
a collision time of 15 mins. However, we have no clear evidence that thermalization has
occurred. Clearly, further studies of elastic collisions between ultracold molecules are
necessary.
Molecules formed via an s-wave Feshbach resonance are created in the rotational
ground state, but in high vibrational states. Therefore, one expects vibrational re-
laxation to be a strong, inelastic decay mechanism (Figure 6-10).
Figure 6-11(a) shows the decay of a pure molecular sample. The decay was ana-
lyzed with the rate equation
N.
= Kmmnm . (6.6)
Nm
Here N,,, nm is the number and the density of the molecules respectively, and Kmm
is the molecule-molecule collision rate coefficient. Because of the changing size and
temperature of the molecular cloud during the first - 15 ms (Fig. 6-8), we only fit
data points at later times, assuming a thermal equilibrium volume for the molecules.
The decay at earlier times is slower, consistent with a larger molecular cloud. The fit
yields a molecule-molecule collision coefficient of Kmm - 5.1 x 10-1 cm3/s, about 2
orders of magnitude larger than the typical values reported for fermions [54, 18].
Inelastic collisions between molecules and atoms were also observed by keeping
atoms in the trap (Figure 6-11(b)). The decay was analyzed assuming that the loss
of molecules occurred mainly due to collisions with atoms, resulting in an exponential
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Figure 6-10: Decay mechanism for molecules. In the presence of atoms, molecules
quickly decay due to inelastic collisions. A molecule colliding with an atom will decay
into a lower vibrational state, with the excess energy converted to kinetic energy.
For bosonic molecules, these collisions limit the conversion efficiency and prevent
molecular condensation. In Fermi systems these collisions are suppressed by to Pauli
blocking.
decay:
Kamna. (6.7)
Nm
Here na is the density of atoms, and Kam is the atom-molecule collision rate coefficient.
From the fit, we extract a lifetime of 106 ,ps and a rate coefficient Kam 5.5 x
10-11 cm3 /s, which agrees well with theoretical predictions [111, 110].
The inelastic losses determine the maximum conversion efficiency from atoms to
molecules. For an adiabatic ramp, one expects close to 100% conversion efficiency.
Indeed, in experiments with fermionic atoms, efficiencies up to 85% have been ob-
served [18]. Figure 6-12 shows the results for magnetic field ramps of different du-
rations. The two sets of images show that applying the blast pulse dramatically
improved the molecular number and temperature. Without it, a slower ramp time
(4 ms) appeared to be more favorable for molecule formation (open circles in Fig. 6-
12(c)). No molecules were observed for a 50 s ramp time. However, with the blast
pulse, a similar number of molecules was obtained for all ramp times between 50 ps
to 4 ms (closed circles in Fig. 6-12(c)).
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Figure 6-11: Decay of ultracold molecules trapped alone (a) or together with atoms
(b). The solid lines in (a) and (b) are fits of eq.(6.6) and (6.7) to data, which assume
vibrational relaxation in the collision of molecules (a) or collisions between molecules
and atoms (b). The insets illustrate the experimental sequences.
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Figure 6-12: Conversion of atoms to molecules for various ramp times. During a given
time, the magnetic field was swept by 10 G. Figures (a) and (b) show absorption im-
ages taken after 14 ms TOF. The molecules (bottom) were radially separated from
the atoms (top) by a field gradient of 2.8 G/cm. The molecules were converted back
to atoms only 0.5 ms before imaging by ramping the magnetic field back across the
Feshbach resonance. This time was chosen to be long enough for any transient field
fluctuations to damp out, but short enough such that the size of the imaged cloud
reflected the molecular temperature, not the dissociation energy. (a) The atoms
remained in the trap. (b) The atoms were removed by a resonant laser pulse imme-
diately after the magnetic field ramp. (c) Number of molecules as a function of ramp
time for (a) (open circles) and (b) (closed circles).
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We assume that these results reflect the interplay of two competing processes.
The adiabatic condition requires a relatively slow field ramp for efficient conversion.
However, this means that the atoms and molecules spend more time near or at the
Feshbach resonance, where inelastic collision rates are enhanced. In contrast to Fig.6-
12(b), the absence of molecular signal in Fig. 6-12(a) for 50 As ramp time reflects
that the atomic density reduction due to the mean-field expansion is too slow for the
molecules to survive the inelastic collisions with the atoms.
6.5 What Makes a BEC a BEC?
Now that we have seen how bosonic molecules behave we are ready to make statements
about what they are (and what they are not). The translational temperature of the
molecules is indeed (instantaneously) commensurate with their source (a BEC), and
30 nK is well below the transition temperature T for this number of molecules.
Unfortunately, we also see that these molecules undergo fast vibrational relaxation.
Whether our molecular sample is a condensate depends on one's definition of BEC.
If phase-space density in excess of 2.6 (corresponding to a diagonal matrix element of
the single-particle density matrix larger than one) is sufficient, then one may regard
a short-lived atom-molecule superposition state [25] as a molecular BEC. However,
following this definition, a small excited state admixture in an optically trapped BEC
would qualify as BEC of electronically excited atoms. If one asks for the additional
requirement of a pure molecular sample, we have achieved that in this work. Another
definition would require phase coherence, which could again be observed even in short-
lived samples. Should one also require a lifetime of the degenerate sample exceeding
the collision time (to achieve local equilibrium), the trap period (to achieve global
equilibrium), or the inverse mean-field energy (the typical dynamic timescale)? In our
opinion, BEC requires thermal equilibrium. High phase-space density is necessary,
but not sufficient.
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6.5.1 A Final Note
As we have seen, vibrational relaxation not only prevents Bosonic molecules from
condensing, it also severely limits their conversion efficiency [28, 45, 107]. The cre-
ation of molecules in highly vibrational states is not a problem if there is no decay
mechanism to lower states. Indeed, this is the case for Fermionic molecules. Although
Pauli blocking starts them off at a disadvantage temperature-wise (compared to their
Bosonic counterparts), it also prevents three-body losses. Molecular condensation
then proceeds via simple evaporative cooling [85, 55, 113].
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Chapter 7
Bragg Scattering
In recent years Bragg scattering has become an increasingly important tool in cold
atom physics. Its popularity can be attributed to its dual role as both an atom-optical
and spectroscopic instrument. This dual role was established early on by two papers:
In M. Kozuma et al. [60] Bragg scattering was used to coherently manipulate matter
waves. Their rudimentary use of Bragg scattering for coherent beam splitting advanced
the field of coherent atom optics and led to the development of nonlinear atom optics.
J. Stenger et al. [941 established Bragg diffraction as a tool for condensate diagnostics.
Here a measurement of the Bragg spectrum confirmed that the coherence length of
the condensate is equal to its physical size [94]. Oftentimes experiments employ both
aspects of Bragg, first using it to prepare the condensate in some initial state and then
using it to "readout" the response of the system. An example is found in ref [102],
where phonons were first imprinted with Bragg diffraction, and then their excitation
spectrum was measured using another set of Bragg beams.
7.1 Bragg Scattering: A Practical Guide
This chapter is intended to give the basics of Bragg1 for those interested in simple
theory and experimental techniques. The results are general and, therefore, appli-
1Hcr I begin to use the colloquialism "Bragg" to encompass both Bragg processes (i.e. scattering
and spectroscopy), which are fundamentally the same.
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Figure 7-1: Bragg scattering of x-rays from a crystal. Due to superposition, x-rays
reflected from the crystal planes constructively interfere only at certain angles. Thissame effect was cidet by Davisson and Germ eflectedron beam,
offering definitive proof of the wave nature of matter.
cable to atoms and molecules alike. The use of Bragg diffraction as a spectroscopic
tool is discussed i detail. Included are discussions of line shifts and broadenings,
both fundamental and technical. In addition, experimental techniques to limit noise
are covered. This section is by no means a complete discussion of Bragg scattering.
Rather, it is a summary of important results and technical issues that I found use-
ful in our study of coherent molecular optics (see Chapter 8). For a review of the
basic theory of Bragg scattering, I refer readers to ref [38]. A discussion of BraggBeam_ Beam* * * * "" 
spectroscopy in the phonon regime can be found in ref [91].In the most general sense,7-1: Bragg scattering of x-rayrises from a crystal. Due to superposiaction, x-raysreflected from the crystal planes constructively interfe re only at certain scattering angles. This
which they interfere constructively. This is true for both light and matter. However,becausame effect w s de onstrated by D visson a nd Gemploys gratings created by stand ing n electron beam,offering definitive proof of the wave nature of matter.
c ble o atoms a second molepicture arises l k .to describe the syuse ofm: Bragg diffraction as aspectroscopic
tool is discussed Raman prodetails. IncludedBoth pictur s are eqdiscussions of aline shifts and brrely on the sameboth funda ental and technical. In addition, experimental techniques to limit noiseare covered. This section is by no means a compl te discussion of Bragg scattering.
Rather, it isic princi  a summary of important resultsrgy and momtechnical issuervation. Howev , foundr clarity, I willuse-
ful in thour st dy re becauseof cohe nt moleculartom optics follow(see Chapter 8). For a review of theally.basic theory of Bragg scattering, I refer readers to ref [38]. A discussion of Bragg
7.1.1spectroscopy Gratin the phonon icturegime can be found in ref [91.
In the most general sense, Bragg scattering arisof matter waves fromew technique. It has its roots
in twfrom a grating. Because wavents uperpose, there are only century. In 1912scattering angles atewhich they interfere constructively. This is true for both light and matter. However,
because the Bragg diffraction of condensates employs gratings created by standing
light waves, a second pi t r  arises to describe the system: Bragg scattering as a
stimulated Raman process. Both pictures are equally valid and rely on the same
basic principles of energy and momentum conservation. However, for clarity, I will
focus on the latter picture because coherent atom optics follows more naturally.
7.1.1 Grating Picture
Bragg scattering of matter waves is by no means a new technique. It has its roots
in two important experiments from the early 20th century. In 1912 M. von Laue
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and later W.L. Bragg demonstrated that the wavelength of x-rays could be measured
by studying their diffraction from a crystal. Due to the wave nature of light, x-
rays were observed to scatter only at certain angles given by the Bragg condition for
constructive interference
nA = DsinO (7.1)
where n is an integer and D is the atomic spacing (see Fig. 7-1). In 1927 C.J. Davis-
son and L.H. Germer used this same method to test de Broglie's hypothesis that
matter also possesses wave-like properties. Using a monoenergetic electron beam,
they observed the same directional scattering effect as had been demonstrated with
light. In the words of Davisson and Germer [21]:
Because of these similarities between the scattering of electrons by the crystal and
the scattering of waves by three- and two-dimensional gratings a description of the
occurrence and behavior of the electron diffraction beams in terms of the scattering of
an equivalent wave radiation by the atoms of the crystal, and its subsequent interfer-
ence, is not only possible, but most simple and natural.
In essence, the result is explainable if one attributes a wavelength to the electrons.
Furthermore, by changing the energy of their source, Davisson and Germer also con-
firmed the de Broglie wavelength relationship AdB = h/p, where p is the particle's
momentum.
Bragg diffraction of atoms was demonstrated shortly thereafter (1930) [29]. How-
ever, only recently (1987) has it become a practical atom optical tool, with scattering
from optical gratings demonstrated first with thermal atoms [69] and subsequently
BEC [60]. In their simplest form, these optical gratings consist of two laser beams of
wavelength AL, which form a standing wave of periodicity AL/2sin(0/2), where 0 is
the angle between the beams. However, because condensates are produced in static
traps, it is more straightforward to move the grating rather than the BEC. This is
accomplished by applying a small, relative detuning, 6, between the beams. As a
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Figure 7-2: Bragg Scattering viewed as a stimulated Raman transition. a) Two beams
with frequencies v1, v2 illuminate the condensate. b) The momentum imparted to the
condensate is equal to the difference in momenta, h, between photons in the two
beams. c) Transitions to higher momentum states occur only if kl, k2 are chosen such
that energy and momentum are conserved.
consequence of energy conservation, scattering only occurs if the atoms' speed in the
grating frame is conserved in the process (The condition for specular reflection).
7.1.2 Raman Picture
As stated earlier, Bragg scattering from an optical grating can also be viewed as a
stimulated Raman transition between momentum states (see Figure 7-2). One can
think of this process as an atom absorbing a photon from one beam and then being
stimulated to emit into the other.2 The difference in momenta between these two
photons hi, is transferred to the recoiling atom.
From Figure 7-2b we see that the recoil momentum and energy are given by3
hk = h(k 1 - k2) = 2hksin(0/2)k (7.2)
2h 2 k2 2h = h(v l- v2) = 2m sin2 (0/2) (7.3)
where k = 27r/AL is the photon wavenumber. Thus, the condition for Bragg scattering
2 Strictly speaking, the correct view of this process is one of paired stimulated absorption and
emission, resulting in the redistribution of a photon between the two beams.
3 Here we approximate Ik1 1 = Ik21 = k, which is justified because 6 100 kHz, compared to the
optical frequency of 500 THz.
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Figure 7-3: Bragg diffraction of a BEC. Time-of-flight images represent a momentum
analysis of the condensate. Because the kinetic energy of the scattered atoms is much
larger than the mean-field energy of the condensate, the momentum states are well-
resolved in time-of-flight. a) The Bragg pulse scatters a fraction of the condensate
into ht momentum state. (The image is taken in the plane of the Bragg beams.)
b) By choosing the pulse duration correctly one can make a "50/50 beamsplitter"
for matter waves. c) Out-of-plane view of the "50/50 beamsplitter". The halos are
caused by collisions between the two momentum states [17]. From (c) it is evident
that atoms on the inner edges undergo more collisions. This is to be expected because
the two regions interact with one another longer.
is
vo= 2 sin2(0/2) (7.4)
Of course, this derivation assumes that the atoms were at rest. For atoms moving
with velocity vi, the resonance condition is
hv = hvo + h i, (7.5)
where the second term represents the Doppler shift (vm = kI/AL . i) of the resonance
due to motion. The inclusion of this term illustrates the velocity selectivity of atomic
Bragg diffraction and foreshadows its use as a spectroscopic tool.
7.1.3 Coherent Population Transfer
Based on the stimulated Raman picture, coherent population transfer between mo-
mentum states is expected. Assuming coupling only between the 10) and h9) mo-
mentum states, the system behaves like a two-level system. Thus, for a given pulse
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Figure 7-4: Bragg spectrum of a trapped condensate. (a) The spectrum is obtained
by varying the relative detuning of the Bragg beams. The sign of 6 determines the
direction of scattering. For each image the number of particles in all three boxes are
counted. The outcoupled fractions are determined by taking the ratio of particles in
the left and right boxes to the center. (b) The locations and widths of the resonances
result from a combination of mean-field interactions and finite size effects.
duration T, the population of the excited state hi) is2Wr Q(2) ___Pe(-) = (_ i 2 )(7.6)
r(2)
where wr(2) is the two-photon Rabi rate and Qr(2 ) = + [2(- v0)]2. Thus,
the population will undergo coherent oscillations between the two momentum states
at frequency Qr(2). By varying arbitrary populations can be produced in each
state. On resonance ( - v0 = 0) the Bragg beams act as a "50/50 beamsplitter" for
T = r/2Qr(2) (see Figure 7-3b,c).
The treatment above must be qualified. As we shall see, atoms in a condensate
have a distribution of energies and velocities. Thus, the Bragg beams do not address
the entire condensate uniformly. Because of this, atoms in different regions of the
condensate oscillate at slightly different Rabi frequencies. After many cycles, one
expects equal populations in both states. In addition, collisions between the two
states (see Figure 7-3) cause further decoherence.
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7.2 Bragg Spectroscopy
Figure 7-4b shows a typical Bragg spectrum. The spectrum is taken by varying the
relative detuning 6, and then measuring the fraction of outcoupled atoms. The sign
of 6 dictates the direction in which atoms are diffracted. By using both positive and
negative detunings two resonances are observed.
Evident from Figure 7-4b, Bragg transitions have a finite width. Eq(7.5) hints
that this width may result from a distribution of velocities in the condensate (see
Figure 7-5a). As we shall see, mean-field interactions also contribute to the width.
Therefore, to characterize the system accurately, it is important to understand how
these effects, and others, can both broaden and shift the spectrum.
7.2.1 Width of a Thermal Distribution
The onset of Bose-Einstein condensation is characterized by a sudden narrowing of the
atomic momentum distribution. For later comparison, it is useful to find the frequency
width AvT of a thermal distribution at temperature T. From kinetic theory
kBT = mv2ms (7.7)
-- Tgrms
where vrms is the RMS velocity. From Eq(7.5) we see that atoms moving at Vrms are
Doppler shifted by the width of the resonance AvT
hlc. irms = hAllT (7.8)
Thus, for a given temperature, the width of the distribution is
AT = 2kBT sin(B/ 2 ) (7.9)
m AL
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7.3 Broadening Mechanisms
Broadening mechanisms can be separated into two categories: fundamental and tech-
nical. Fundamental broadening is inherent to the system. For condensates, there
are two contributors to the fundamental width AvF: the finite sample size and the
mean-field. Both factors are related to the inhomogeneous density distribution of the
trapped condensate. Technical broadening is caused primarily by random motion of
the condensate and, in some cases, the finite duration of the Bragg pulses. With care,
contributions from technical noise can be made insignificant.
To understand how each mechanism contributes to the total width, we must first
consider how broadening mechanisms combine with one another. For simplicity we
limit the discussion to gaussian distributions. 4 Consider the case of a transition of
width -y and a probe beam of width J. The measured lineshape I(v) is the convolution
of the two,
0 
_2 (V+e 2 v2
I(v)c( e- e -- + de oc (7.10)
Thus, we expect that contributions from unrelated mechanisms to add to width in
quadrature.
7.3.1 Finite-Size Broadening
Heisenberg's uncertainty relation requires that a sample with coherence length Xc
has a momentum spread given by Ap. Xc h. Therefore, even if the coherence
length is the size of the sample (as is the case for a condensate), the Bragg transition
will still be Doppler broadened. To determine a precise value for the momentum
width, we must account for the particular density distribution. For a condensate, the
momentum distribution is given by
g(p.) oc J dpydpz f (I(eiP'd3l (7.11)
4For our purposes this will be sufficient because the lineshapes of interest are well approximated
by gaussian distributions.
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Figure 7-5: Broadening mechanisms for Bragg transitions. a) Atoms moving with
different velocities require different frequencies v2 to complete the transition. The
width of the Bragg transition, therefore, depends on the velocity distribution. b)
Mean-Field Broadening. Because distinguishable particles experience twice the mean-
field repulsion, the frequency at which the transition occurs is shifted. The transition
is broadened as well because mean-field interactions are not uniform throughout the
condensate (possibly show lines?).
Fitting a gaussian to this lineshape yields an rms width 5 of [95]
Avp = 3.16 hsin(OB/2) (7.12)
mALxo
where x0 is the Thomas-Fermi radius in the direction k.
7.3.2 Mean-Field Broadening
The dispersion relation for a weakly interacting uniform condensate is [48]
v = 4vo2 + 2vonU/h (7.13)
where n is the particle density, U=47rh2a/m, m is the atomic mass, and a the scatter-
ing length. For energies hv > nU, the excitation spectrum is particle-like (quadratic
in momentum)
v = o + nU/h (7.14)
5In all cases we use the rms width a as the figure of merit, defined by the normalized distribution
=2f(v) e-=V27ra2
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The mean-field shift nU/h results from the repulsion of excitations by the conden-
sate. Distinguishable atoms experience twice the mean-field of condensed atoms [57].
Therefore, scattered atoms originating in the condensate (indistinguishable) ground
state g)i end up in a distinguishable ground state g)d, resulting in an overall shift
of the Bragg spectrum. This effect is illustrated in Figure 7-5b.
In order to determine the shift for a nonuniform condensate, the inhomogeneous
density distribution must be accounted for. This effect is easy to model using a local
density approximation. The observed shift is simply an average of each individual
particle's shift. Recall from Chapter 1 that the (normalized) density distribution of
the condensate is given by
I(n) 15n 1 (7.15)
4n0 no
where n0 is the peak density. Using Eq(7.14), we replace the density n with the local
density h(v- vo)/U,
I(V) = 15h(v-vo) 1 _ h(v- vo)(7.16)4nnoU (7.1
The line shift is then given by the first moment
6v, =< v >= vI(v)dv =f 15hv( - h - V) dv= 4nU 1f [ 15hvv-vo) |1 h(v-v°)d- 4noU (.7Jv = vv4noU noU 7h (7.17)
In addition to the mean-field shift, the resonance is also broadened. This results
from a smearing of the individual particle shifts caused by inhomogeneous mean-field
interactions. The rms width is given by the second moment
Av = <V2 >-< V > 2 = 147 hU (7.18)
7.3.3 Pulse Broadening
As demonstrated in 7.3, the probe itself contributes to the measured linewidth. The
instrumental resolution is limited by the fourier spectrum of the pulse. The shorter
the pulse duration, the broader the frequency distribution. Indeed, for short enough
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Figure 7-6: Kapitza-Dirac scattering of a BEC. Multiple momentum states are pop-
ulated due to the broad frequency distribution of a short Bragg pulse (2 Pus). The
recoil frequency is _ 45 kHz, while the pulse has frequency width Av 1puse- 175
kHz.
pulses, Bragg processes populate multiple momentum states (see Figure 7-6). This is
known as the Kapitza-Dirac regime. For high resolution spectroscopy, it is important
to quantify the probe resolution so that a suitable pulse duration can be chosen.
Figure 7-7 illustrates the instrumental resolution of Bragg. The beams are typ-
ically flashed on at fixed intensity for time T, such that the average electric field is
E(t) = Eof(t), where
f(t) { fo -T/2 <t < T/2 (7.19)
0 Otherwise
The fourier transform of f(t) gives the field amplitude in frequency space, E(v) =
Eog(v), where
g(v) oc (7 ) (7.20)
I/
The intensity I(v) in frequency space is proportional to g(v)[2. A gaussian fit to I(v)
yields rms width
1
AV/puise = r(7.21)
Thus, the instrumental resolution is given by Eq(7.21). As an example, the 2 us
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Figure 7-7: Frequency resolution of a finite pulse. For a square pulse of duration T,
the frequency distribution g(u) is obtained by taking the Fourier transform of f(t).
The resolution of the pulse is obtained by fitting a Gaussian (dashed line) to g(V)2
pulse used in Figure 7-6 has a frequency distribution of _ 175 kHz, which is broad
enough to populate momentum states separated by _ 180 kHz. It should be noted
that the pulse duration for in-trap Bragg spectroscopy should be less than a quarter
trap period because initially scattered atoms will come to rest in this time. When
this is the case, scattered atoms do not separate from the condensate during ballistic
expansion.
7.3.4 Motional Broadening
Random center-of-mass motion from shot-to-shot will broaden the measured Bragg
spectrum. The extent to which this motion contributes, Arlm, depends on its ampli-
tude Xrms ( Vrms/CW). Following the derivation of 7.1.2 the Doppler shifted width
is
AVm = 2w sin(OB/2) Xrms (7.22)
AL
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7.4 Summary of Results
The important results of this chapter are given below:
The resonance condition for Bragg scattering is
= 2h sin2(0/2) (7.23)
For a thermal distribution at temperature T the width of the Bragg resonance is
AvT = 2kBT sin(OB/2) (7.24)
m AL
For a condensate the factors that contribute to the width of the Bragg spectrum are
Avp 3.1 6 n( B/2)
A v" = 8 noU
Broadening Mechanisms 147 h
A I'pulse _ 1
A VAl = 2 sin(OB/2) X
I ~AL rm
Finite Sample Size
Mean - Field Interactions
Finite Pulse Duration
Random Motion
(7.25)
In principle the overall width should be the quadrature sum of these values.
Factors that lead to a shift of the Bragg spectrum are
f =4noU
Shifting Mechanisms 7h
6Vm - AL
a: Scattering Length
no: Peak Density
T: Temperature
: Radial Trap Frequency
Mean - Field Interactions
Reproducible Motion
(7.26)
AL : Laser Wavelength m: Mass
OB : Beam Angle r: Pulse Duration
U : Interaction Parameter (47rh2 a/m) v : Velocity
Xr.ms : Oscillation Amplitude x0o : T - F Radius
Table 7.1: Notation
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7.5 Discussion of Results
Typically, condensate parameters such as atom number N and peak density no are
determined by measuring the size of the sample in time-of-flight Xtof. The Thomas-
Fermi radius is then given by [14]6
__ Xtof
·O Xtof (7.27)0 -v1 + (t) 2
where t is the time-of-flight. xo and w; provide us with everything we need to char-
acterize the condensate. 7
An interesting result from 7.3.2 is that the mean-field shift 6l'n depends explicitly
only on the peak density. Therefore, measurements of 6v provide an alternate means
for measuring condensate parameters.8 Recasting the the peak density and size in
terms of the shift yields
7h
no = 7- dVn (7.28)
xo = 2mw2 6 Vn (7.29)
a:
Of course, it is much easier to measure the size of the cloud than to take an entire
Bragg spectrum. The real value in determining 6vn is that it provides a useful check
for the validity of the Bragg spectrum.
7.6 Putting it all Together: A Real Example
With the features of the spectrum now well-characterized, we turn our attention to
a real example. From fits to the spectrum in Figure 7-4b, the following experimental
6This assumes a purely 2-D expansion, characteristic of the cigar-shaped condensates we typically
use.
7The trap frequency is typically measured by inducing dipole motion of the condensate and then
measuring the ensuing oscillation frequency. Of all the parameters we measure, this is usually the
best known.
8This requires that both +6's are used so that any shift due to reproducible motion of the
condensate is removed by using the average shift.
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values were extracted for the shift and width, respectively:
6vElp = 3.75 kHz AvEXp = 2.5 kHz
As discussed above, we first check that the condensate parameters found via the
shift 6 vE;p agree with those found in time-of-flight. Table 7.2 shows that these two
methods compare favorably, giving us confidence in the spectrum.
Parameter TOF M-F Shift
x0 (m) 14.4 16.2
no (1014 cm - 3 ) 4.04 4.32
N (106) 22.5 27.8
6v,, (kHz) 3.5 3.7
Avn (kHz) 1.4 1.5
Avp (kHz) 0.62 0.60
AVF (kHz) 1.5 1.6
Table 7.2: Comparison of condensate parameters using time-of-flight (TOF) analy-
sis and the mean-field (M-F) shift. Bold values represent the measured parameter.
(Strictly speaking x0 is not directly measured, rather, it is found using Xtof = 580pm,
t = 40 ms and w. = 27rx146 Hz.)
Next, we compare the measured width /AvExp to that of a thermal distribution
near the critical temperature To. For a typical value of TC - 1 K, the width of a
thermal sample is AVT = 30 kHz, much larger than our measured width. As we shall
see (in direct analogy to a laser), the narrow linewidth of the condensate is indicative
of high spatial coherence.
For a perfect condensate the coherence length Xc should equal the size of the
sample x0. Xc is experimentally determined by subtracting out contributions to A\Exp
from mean-field interactions and pulse broadening. Ideally, the remaining width is
accounted for by the finite-size broadening. In practice this may not be the case.
Thus, the remaining width sets a lower bound on the coherence length
Xc _ Ax0Žv (7.30)
AV' 7AVE LŽ - V~Uise
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Figure 7-8: Doppler broadening caused by random motion. In these images each
Bragg beam has both frequencies mixed in. (a) The ratio of out-coupled atoms should
be unity. (b) Some shots, however, show asymmetric out-coupling due to motion of
the condensate. Unless shots like this are discarded, the measured Bragg spectrum
will be broadened.
The pulse duration used in this example was -r = 200 s. Using Eq(7.21) and
the values from Table 7.2 we find that Xc - 0.66x0 or - 10 Am.9 This measurement
demonstrates high spatial coherence over the sample and the existence of a macro-
scopic de Broglie wave. However, if we assume that the coherence length is indeed
the sample size, then there is 700 Hz of width unaccounted for.
7.7 Noise Rejection
The unaccounted for width in our Bragg spectrum is most likely due to Doppler
broadening caused by random center-of-mass motion and other collective excitations.
A line broadening of 700 Hz corresponds to a vibrational amplitude of only _ 0.35 Am
(compared to xO = 14 pm). Therefore, it seems likely that this width is attributable
to random motion. This possibility was investigated by mixing both frequencies vl,
v2 into each Bragg beam to out-couple particles in both ±x directions. For particles
at rest, the out-coupling should be symmetric. However, we observed the ratio of
out-coupled particles to fluctuate (see Figure 7-8).
Doppler broadening caused by random motion can, in principle, be eliminated
using the two-frequency technique described above. Discarding data in which the
out-coupled ratio falls outside a certain bandwidth should improve spectroscopic res-
olution. The bandwidth should be narrow enough such that AvŽm is small compared
9J. Stenger et al. [94] measure a coherence length of 0.8xo.
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to the finite size width Avp, but not so small as to require Herculean data collec-
tion. Finally, it must be noted that this method fails if the spectrum is shifted by
reproducible motion 6 Vm. Because of this shift, one cannot expect symmetric out-
coupling. This effect plagued our measurement of the molecular Bragg spectrum (see
Chapter 8) [3]. In this case a stray magnetic field provided a reproducible kick to the
molecules upon their creation. This effect can be compensated for with some extra
effort. This requires providing frequencies v1,v2 to one beam and vl, v 2 + bVm to the
other to compensate for the shift.
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Chapter 8
Coherent Molecular Optics
The unprecedented intensity and coherence properties of lasers have led directly to the
observation of effects such as wave-mixing and parametric down-conversion. Simi--
larly, atom and molecular optics have benefitted greatly from the realization of Bose-
Einstein condensates (BEC). High phase-space density (particles per mode) and uni-
form spatial phase give the condensate laser-like qualities, opening the door for studies
of nonlinear and quantum particle optics.
This chapter supplements work reported in the following publication:
J.R. Abo-Shaeer, D.M. Miller, J.K. Chin, K. Xu, T. Mukaiyama, and W.
Ketterle "Coherent Molecular Optics using Sodium Dimers,"
cond-mat/0409327 (2004).
(Included in Appendix E) Ref [3]
8.1 Optics
Recent developments in atom/molecular optics parallel the revolution that took place
in conventional optics after the invention of the laser. Indeed, many useful analogies
between the two fields can be drawn. With this in mind, I begin the chapter with a
discussion of the key features of conventional optics, before turning my attention to
atom optics and finally molecular optics.
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8.1.1 Conventional Optics
The field of optics underwent a dramatic shift midway through the twentieth century.
Prior to the invention of the laser (1960), optics consisted mainly of two subfields:
ray and wave optics. Ray optics has, in some sense, been understood since the dawn
of man, evident in phenomena such as the bending and reflection of light by water. 1
In ray optics coherence plays no role. Rather, light behaves as small particles (pho-
tons) that move in straight-line trajectories. This picture is sufficient for describing
reflection and refraction, the basis of geometric optics.
Wave optics describes phenomena in which photons travel in "lockstep" with one
another. Unlike particles, waves overlap, adding constructively and destructively.
Similar to ray optics, the wave nature of light is manifest in everyday life such as
thin-film interference on a soap bubble. However, effects such as this are more subtle.
It was not until 1803 that T. Young's double slit experiment gave conclusive evidence
for the wave-nature of light.
The key differences between a laser and thermal source are its intensity and co-
herence. These features produce remarkable effects that have led to the development
of two new subfields of optics: nonlinear2 and quantum optics. Nonlinear optical
phenomena such as wave-mixing, result from the interaction of light with matter. In
free space photons do not interact with one another. However, in materials there
can be an effective photon interaction, caused by an intensity dependent index of
refraction. Frequency doubling was the first qualitatively new nonlinear optical effect
observed using lasers (1961) [34]. Here a crystal irradiated with an intense pulse of
red laser light produced a small amount blue light at twice the input frequency. Fre-
quency doubling is a specific example of the more general process of sum-frequency
generation, where two light waves mix to create a third wave at the sum frequency.
Quantum optics deals partly with study of nonclassical light fields. Nonclassi-
'Primitive fishermen, for example, realized that they had to aim their spears at a sharper angle
than they perceived to make their catch.
2 Strictly speaking, some nonlinear phenomena such as the D.C. Kerr effect (1875) were observed
before the advent of the laser. However, the full potential of nonlinear optics was not realized until
the invention of the laser.
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Figure 8-1: Key Features of conventional optics.
cal light can be generated via parametric down-conversion [12], the inverse process
of sum-frequency generation. In this case, photons travelling through a material
are split in two. This splitting is, however, fundamentally different from that of a
beamsplitter. Beamsplitters are governed by poissonian statistics, which requires a
minimum uncertainty in the number of photons in each arm. In parametric down-
conversion energy and momentum conservation make the resultant photons emerge
strongly correlated, with complementary direction and frequency. This "squeezing"
of number fluctuations can produce measurements below the shot-noise limit.
The key features of each subfield of conventional optics are summarized in Figure
8-1.
8.1.2 Atom Optics
Ray atom optics concerns itself only with the particle nature of atoms. Although these
properties are well-understood, considerable effort is still devoted to the field, partly
for its applications to cold atom physics. Recent experiments have demonstrated novel
tools for the manipulation of atoms, including atomic mirrors, waveguides, conveyor
belts, and BEC Chip experiments [46, 24, 74, 59, 43, 42, 64].
Wave atom optics has its roots in the pioneering work on crystal diffraction from
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the early 20th century. Davisson and Germer used this technique to demonstrate
matter-wave interference of electrons (1927)[22]. Shortly thereafter, J. Estermann and
O. Stern used crystal diffraction to prove that more massive objects (He atoms) also
propagate as waves (1930)[29]. Unfortunately, most atoms tend to stick to surfaces
rather than reflecting off or passing through them. Therefore, Bragg diffraction did
not become a useful atom-optical tool until much later (1987) [82], when atoms were
demonstrated to diffract from standing light waves [69] and nanofabricated gratings
[56] .
Until recently, atom optics experiments were limited to single-particle phenom-
ena where interactions between particles could be neglected. However, in 1993 a
new regime was considered in which interactions play a crucial [66]. For sufficiently
dense samples atomic mean-field interactions can play the role of a nonlinear medium.
Indeed, the Gross-Pitaevskii equation (the nonlinear Schrodinger equation used to de-
scribe condensates) is similar in form to a certain class of wave equations governing
nonlinear optics [6]. Nonlinear atom optics has benefitted greatly from the realiza-
tion of Bose-Einstein condensates (BEC). High phase-space density (atoms per mode)
and a uniform phase [94, 40] give the condensate laser-like qualities. Although not
fundamentally required [75, 58], BEC has led to the observation of such nonlinear
phenomena as four-wave mixing [23] and matter wave amplification [51, 61]. In ad-
dition, quantum atom optic effects such as atom number squeezing have also been
observed [80, 37].
The key features of atom optics are summarized in Figure 8-2. Note the similarities
to Figure 8-1.
8.2 Molecular Optics
The current state of molecular optics is similar to atom optics prior to the realiza-
tion of BEC. Diffraction and interferometry of thermal molecular beams has been
demonstrated [11, 15, 39, 88], yet monoenergetic beams lack the density necessary
to observe nonlinear effects. However, recent experiments using Feshbach resonances
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Figure 8-2: Key Features of atom/molecular optics.
have demonstrated the conversion of degenerate atomic bosons [28, 45, 107] and
fermions [85, 55, 113, 18, 96] into ultracold molecules. These sources have the poten-
tial to greatly advance molecular optics. Furthermore, atom-molecule coupling can
be studied as the first steps towards "superchemistry", where chemical reactions are
stimulated via macroscopic occupation of a quantum state [44].
Here we demonstrate the ability to apply Kapitza-Dirac and Bragg diffraction
[60] to cold molecules. Using optical standing waves of suitably chosen frequencies,
sodium dimers were coherently manipulated with negligible heating or other inco-
herent processes. First, we characterized the coherence of our "source" molecules,
created via Feshbach resonance. By measuring the Bragg spectrum of the molecules
immediately after their creation, the conversion from atoms to molecules was shown to
be coherent - the matter wave analog to frequency doubling in optics. The quadratic
spatial dependence of the phase of the expanding molecules was observed using an au-
tocorrelation interference technique. By creating a duplicate sample of molecules and
overlapping it with the original, matter wave interference was observed. Finally, the
matter wave analog to sum-frequency generation was demonstrated. Atoms prepared
in two momentum states, prior to creating molecules, were observed to cross-pair,
generating a third momentum state.
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8.3 Bragg Diffraction of Molecules
The theory and experimental techniques underlying Bragg diffraction are discussed
in detail in Chapter 7. The following touches upon the main points of the Appended
text.
Figure 8-3 shows time-of-flight images of Bragg scattering for atoms and molecules.
Because the kinetic energy of the scattered particles was much larger than their
mean-field energy, individual momentum states were well-resolved in ballistic ex-
pansion. Both atoms and molecules receive equal two-photon recoil momentum,
pr = 2hsin(OB/2)/AL, where AL is is the wavelength of the Bragg beams. How-
ever, scattered molecules move away from the central peak with half the velocity of
atoms, owing to their doubled mass. Figure 8-3c,d show Kapitza-Dirac scattering,
where multiple atomic and molecular momentum states were populated due to the
broad frequency distribution of the short pulse (5 ps).
8.4 Characterization of the "Source"
Furthering the analogy between conventional optics and atom optics, the conversion of
atoms to molecules may be viewed as the atom optic equivalent of frequency doubling
[89]. Indeed, the relevant Hamiltonian for atom-molecule coupling has the same form
as that for the optical frequency doubling process:
acmamam (8.1)
where am is the annihilation operator for the atomic field and am is the creation
operator for the molecular field.
Here we apply the technique of Bragg spectroscopy to measure the linewidth of a
molecular sample. The goal is to gain insight into the process of molecule creation.
Does the Feshbach process preserve the coherence of the sample? Or, to put it another
way, does a frequency doubled atom laser inherit the linewidth of the source?
The linewidth of a coherent light source is typically measured by scattering it from
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Figure 8-3: Bragg diffraction of (a) atoms and (b) molecules. Scattered particles
recoil with identical momenta, Pr. However, during ballistic expansion diffracted
molecules expand with half the velocity of atoms, due to their doubled mass. The
pulse duration in each image was 200 s. A shorter pulse (5 s) populated multiple
(c) atomic and (d) molecular momentum states. The halos in (c) are due to collisions
between different momentum states [!.7]. The time-of-flight in each image is 17 mins.
a grating. It is easy to show that monochromatic light will only be diffracted at certain
angles given by the Bragg condition nA = DsinO, where D is the grating spacing and
rn is an integer. However, because the source is not perfectly monochromatic, the
Bragg condition is actually satisfied over some range of angles 60. The linewidth is
then A = D60/n. In the same way, the linewidth of an "atom laser" (condensate)
can be measured by diffracting it from a light grating. The technique, known as Bragg
spectoscopy, has been used to demonstrate that the coherence length of a condensate
is equal to its physical size [94].
To study the coherence properties of the sample, Bragg spectra [94] were taken.
Figure 8-4 shows three spectra for (a) atoms above the Feshbach resonance, as well
as (b) atoms and (c) molecules after sweeping through the resonance. Atoms below
the resonance coexisted with a small fraction of molecules (2%). As expected from
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Figure 8-4: Bragg spectra for atoms and molecules. In (a) the spectrum is taken
for a pure atomic sample above the Feshbach resonance. (b) and (c) are spectra of
atoms and molecules, respectively, below the resonance. In (c) atoms were removed
from the trap with resonant light to limit losses due to atom-molecule collisions. The
Bragg resonance condition for molecules occurs at half the frequency of the atomic
resonance.
the resonance condition, molecular resonances occur at half the frequency of atomic
resonances.
Detailed analysis can be found in Appendix E. Suffice it to say, the width of the
Bragg spectrum corresponds to a molecular temperature of 20 nK, comparable to a
previous value obtained using a time-of-flight technique [107]. The BEC transition
temperature for our trap parameters and 5 x 104 molecules is much higher (115 nK).
This demonstrates a deeply degenerate, purely molecular sample, where as previous
experiments have demonstrated coherent admixture of molecular character into an
atomic BEC [25].
8.5 Sum-Frequency Generation
The measurement of the Bragg spectrum shows that the sharp "linewidth" of the
seed (atom) laser is inherited by the molecular laser. In nonlinear optics, photon
interactions are typically mediated by a refractive medium. Here, the nonlinearity
arises from the atoms themselves, in the form of s-wave interactions. The high density,
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Figure 8-5: Sum frequency generation of atomic matter waves. (a) Atoms were
initially prepared in momentum states 0, 1. (b) By sweeping through the Feshbach
resonance, atoms combine to form molecules with momenta 0, 1, and 2. Momentum
state 1 is the sum frequency of the two atomic matter waves. The "nonlinear medium"
is provided by the atomic interactions. The time-of-flight in each image is 17 ms.
or "brightness", of the source, together with the enhanced interactions at the Feshbach
resonance provide the means to combine two matter waves.
By combining two disparate matter waves, rather than identical ones, we extend
the analogy of frequency doubling to the more general process of sum frequency
generation. To do this, atoms were initially prepared in momentum states 0, 1 (in
units of Pr). By sweeping through the resonance, molecules were produced in three
momentum states: 0, 1, and 2 (see Figure 8-5). States 0 and 2 are simply the
frequency doubled components of the two initial matter waves. State however,
results from cross pairing between the initial momentum states, and is thus their sum
frequency. This is the first time that a Feshbach resonance was observed between
atoms colliding with a controlled non-vanishing momentum. The Feshbach resonance
should be slightly shifted compared to the resonance for atoms at rest, which reflects
the same physics encountered in the temperature dependence of the position of the
resonance [103].
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8.6 Molecular Interferometery
The spatial phase of the expanding molecular cloud was directly imaged using an au-
tocorrelation method [90], which gives rise to self-interference of the molecular sample
(see Figure 8-6). To accomplish this, two identical copies of the sample were made
using a short Kapitza-Dirac pulse (10 /s), applied after 2 ms of ballistic expansion.
The copies, with momentum +Pr, moved away from the zero momentum peak for
time At before an identical pulse recombined them with the original. This type of
interferometer has three readout ports, with momenta 0, ±Pr. The straight-line in-
terference fringes are characteristic of a quadratic spatial phase. The fringe spacing
we measure is consistent with Af = ht/md [7], where d = pAt/m is the distance
the copies moved between pulses.3 Interference fringes can only be resolved for small
d. Therefore, this method cannot be used to observe coherence lengths longer than
those inferred from Bragg spectroscopy. It should be noted that the appearance of
interference fringes does not imply that the sample is condensed. Rather, it demon-
strates only that the coherence length in time-of-flight is longer than the separation
d. Therefore, similar interference can also be observed for a cloud of thermal atoms
[10, 73].
8.7 Conclusions and Outlook
We have demonstrated coherent molecular optics using standing light waves. The
ability to coherently convert atoms into molecules makes molecular optics even richer
than atom optics. These experiments demonstrate the scalable nature of atom optics
and offer the promise of coherently manipulating more complex structures. In the long
run this could prove useful for atom lithography and holography. In the short term
the techniques demonstrated here could prove useful for probing molecules formed in
quantum-degenerate fermi systems, and possibly even Cooper pairs.
3Strictly speaking, this analysis only applies to the outcoupled ports. The center port is comprised
of three copies.
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Figure 8-6: Matter wave interference of molecules. (a) The molecular sample is
split with a short Kapitza-Dirac pulse, creating two identical copies with momenta
±Pr. (b)-(c) After the copies have separated for time At = 100 us, a second pulse
recombines them, giving rise to interference in each momentum component. The
time-of-flight in each image is 12 ins.
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Observation of Vortex Lattices
in Bose-Einstein Condensates
J. R. Abo-Shaeer, C. Raman, J. M. Vogels, W. Ketterle
Quantized vortices play a key role in superfluidity and superconductivity. We
have observed the formation of highly ordered vortex lattices in a rotating
Bose-condensed gas. These triangular lattices contained over 100 vortices with
lifetimes of several seconds. Individual vortices persisted up to 40 seconds. The
lattices could be generated over a wide range of rotation frequencies and trap
geometries, shedding light on the formation process. Our observation of dis-
locations, irregular structure, and dynamics indicates that gaseous Bose-Ein-
stein condensates may be a model system for the study of vortex matter.
The quantization of circulation has a profound
effect on the behavior of macroscopic quantum
systems. Magnetic fields can penetrate type-II
superconductors only as quantized flux lines.
Vorticity can enter rotating superfluids only in
the form of discrete line defects with quantized
circulation. These phenomena are direct conse-
quences of the existence of a macroscopic
wavefimunction, the phase of which must change
by integer mulliples of 2rr around magnetic
flux or vortex lines. In superconductors, mag-
netic flux lines arrange themselves in regular
lattices that have been directly imaged (1). In
superfluids, direct observation of vortices has
been limited to small arrays (up to 11 vortices),
both in liquid 4He (2) and, more recently, in
rotating gaseous Bose-Einstein condensates
(BECs) (3, 4).
We report the observation of vortex lat-
tices in a BEC. We are now able to explore
the properties of bulk vortex matter, which
includes local structure, defects, and long-
range order. In contrast, the properties of
small arrays are strongly affected by surface
and finite size effects. The vortex lattices are
highly excited collective states of BECs with
an angular momentum of up to 60 per
particle. Our experiments show that such
states can be prepared and are much more
stable than predicted (5).
Vortices in BECs have been the subject
of extensive theoretical study (6). Experi-
mental progress began only recently with
the observation of quantized circulation in
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a two-component condensate by a phase
engineering technique (7) and of vortex
arrays in a single-component BEC (3). A
condensate can be subjected to a rotating
perturbation by revolving laser beams
around it. This technique was used to study
surface waves in a trapped BEC (8), and
subsequently for the creation of vortices
(3). In 1997, we tried unsuccessfully to
detect quantized circulation as a "centrifu-
gal hole" in ballistic expansion of the gas
(9, 10). Theoretical calculations (11-13)
and ultimately the pioneering experimental
work (3) showed that vortices can indeed
be detected through ballistic expansion,
which magnifies the spatial structure of the
trapped condensate.
BECs of up to 5 X 107 Na atoms with a
negligible thermal component (condensate frac-
tion 90%) were produced by a com-
bination of laser and evaporative cooling tech-
niques (8, 10, 14). A radio-frequency "shield"
limited the magnetic trap depth to 50 kHz (2.3
p.K), preventing high-energy atoms from heat-
ing the condensate. Experiments were per-
formed in cylindrical traps with widely varying
aspect ratios. Most of the results and all of the
images were obtained in a weak trap, with
radial and axial frequencies of vr = 84 Hz and
v = 20 Hz (aspect ratio 4.2), respectively. In
this weak trap inelastic losses were suppressed,
resulting in larger condensates of typically 5 X
10' atoms. Such clouds had a chemical poten-
tial (p.) of 310 nK (determined from time-of-
flight imaging), a peak density of 4.3 X 1014
cm
- 3
, a Thomas-Fermi radius along the radial
direction (R) of 29 pmn, and a healing length ()
of about 0.2 pm.
Vortex lattices were produced by rotating
the condensate around its long axis with the
optical dipole force exerted by blue-detuned
laser beams at a wavelength of 532 nm. A
two-axis acousto-optic deflector generated a
pattern of two laser beams rotating symmet-
rically around the condensate at variable
drive frequency 1 (8). The two beams were
separated by one Gaussian beam waist (w =
25 p.m). The laser power of 0.7 mW in each
beam corresponded to an optical dipole po-
tential of 115 nK. This yielded a strong,
anharmonic deformation of the condensate.
After the condensate was produced, the
stirring beam power was ramped up over 20
ms, held constant for a variable stirring time,
and then ramped down to zero over 20 mis.
The condensate equilibrated in the magnetic
trap for a variable hold time (typically 500
ms). The trap was then suddenly switched
off, and the gas expanded for 35 ms to radial
and axial sizes of v = 1000 pAm and lz -600
pum, respectively. We probed the vortex cores
using resonant absorption imaging. To avoid
blurring of the images due to bending of the
cores near the edges of the condensate, we
pumped a thin, 50- to 100-1m slice of atoms
in the center of the cloud from the F = to
the F = 2 hyperfine state (15). This section
was then imaged along he axis of rotation
with a probe pulse resonant with the cycling
F = 2 - 3 transition. The duration of the
pump and probe pulses was chosen to be
sufficiently short (50 and 5 .s, respectively)
to avoid blurring due to the recoil-induced
motion and free fall of the condensate.
We observed highly ordered triangular
lattices of variable vortex density containing
up to 130 vortices (Fig. 1). A striking feature
is the extreme regularity of these lattices, free
of any major distortions, even near the
boundary. Such "Abrikosov" lattices were
first predicted for quantized magnetic flux
lines in type-II superconductors (16).
Tkachenko showed that their lowest energy
structure should be triangular for an infinite
system (17). A slice through images shows
the high visibility of the vortex cores (Fig. 2),
which was as high as 80%. For a trapped
condensate with maximum vortex density,
we infer that the distance between the vorti-
ces was = 5 m. The radial size of the
condensate in the time-of-flight images was
over 10% larger when it was filled with the
maximum number of vortices, probably due
to centrifugal forces.
When a quantum fluid is rotated at a
frequency fi, it attempts to distribute the
vorticity as uniformly as possible. This is
similar to a rigid body, for which the vorticity
20 APRIL 2001 VOL 292 SCIENCE www.sciencemag.org476
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Fig. 1. Observation of
vortex lattices. The
examples shown con-
tain approximately
(A) 16, (B) 32, (C) 80,
and (D) 130 vortices.
The vortices have
"crystallized" in a tri-
angular pattern. The
diameter of the cloud
in (D) was 1 mm after
ballistic expansion,
which represents a
magnification of 20.
Slight asymmetries in the density distribution were due to absorption of the optical pumping light.
is constant V X v = 2Q. For a superfluid,
the circulation of the velocity field, v, is
quantized in units of K = h/M, where M is the
atomic mass and h is Planck's constant. The
quantized vortex lines are distributed in the
fluid with a uniform area density (18)
n, = 2f1/K (1)
In this way the quantum fluid achieves the
same average vorticity as a rigidly rotating
body, when "coarse-graine'd" over several
vortex lines. For a uniform density of vorti-
ces, the angular momentum per particle is
N,i/2, where N,, is the number of vortices in
the system.
The number of observed vortices is plotted
as a function of stirring frequency 1 for two
different stirring times (Fig. 3). The peak near
60 Hz corresponds to the frequency D1 /2,rr =
v/%v2, where the asymmetry in the trapping
potential induced a quadrupolar surface excita-
tion, with angular momentum = 2, about the
axial direction of the condensate (the actual
excitation frequency of the surface mode v =
/2vr is two times larger due to the twofold
symmetry of the quadrupole pattern). The same
resonant enhancement in the vortex production
was observed for a stiff trap, with v, = 298 Hz
and v = 26 Hz (aspect ratio 11.5), and has
recently been studied in great detail for small
vortex arrays (19).
Far from the resonance, the number of vor-
tices produced increased with the stirring time.
By increasing the stir time up to s, vortices
were observed for frequencies as low as 23 Hz
(m0.27vr). Similarly, in a stiff trap we observed
vortices down to 85 Hz (-0.29 vr). From Eq. 
one can estimate the equilibrium number of
vortices at a given rotation frequency to be
N = 2rR 2f/K. The observed number was
always smaller than this estimate, except near
resonance. Therefore, the condensate did not
receive sufficient angular momentum to reach
the ground state in the rotating frame. In addi-
tion, because the drive increased the moment of
inertia of the condensate (by weakening the
trapping potential), we expect the lattice to ro-
tate faster after the drive is turned off.
Looking at time evolution of a vortex lattice
(Fig. 4), the condensate was driven near the
C:
a
0
Fig. 2. Density profile through a
vortex lattice. The curve repre-
sents a 5-1um-wide cut through a
two-dimensional image similar to
those in Fig. 1 and shows the high
contrast in the observation of the
vortex cores. The peak absorption
in this image is 90%.
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quadrupole resonance for 400 ms and then
probed after different periods of equilibration in
the magnetic trap. A blurry structure was al-
ready visible at early times. Regions of low
column density are probably vortex filaments
that were misaligned with the axis of rotation
and showed no ordering (Fig. 4A). As the dwell
time increased, the filaments began to disentan-
gle and align with the axis of the trap (Fig. 4, B
and C), and finally formed a completely or-
dered Abrikosov lattice after 500 ms (Fig. 4D).
Lattices with fewer vortices could be generated
by rotating the condensate off resonance. In
these cases, it took longer for regular lattices to
form. Possible explanations for this observation
are the weaker interaction between vortices at
lower vortex density and the larger distance
Fig. 3. Average number of vorti-
ces as a function of the stirring
frequency 11 for two different
stirring times, () 100 ms and
([0) 500 ms. Each point repre-
sents the average of three mea-
surements with the error bars
given by the standard deviation.
The solid line indicates the equi-
librium number of vortices in a
radially symmetric condensate
of radius Rr = 29 m, rotating at
the stirring frequency. The arrow
: indicates the radial trapping
I m a frequency.
T
eO10 100
they must travel to reach their lattice sites. In
principle, vortex lattices should have already
formed in the rotating, anisotropic trap. We
suspect that intensity fluctuations of the stirrer
or improper beam alignment prevented this.
The vortex lattice had lifetimes of several
seconds (Fig. 4, E to G). The observed sta-
bility of vortex arrays in such large conden-
sates is surprising because in previous work
the lifetime of vortices markedly decreased
with the number of condensed atoms (3).
Theoretical calculations predict a lifetime in-
versely proportional to the number of vortices
(5). Assuming a temperature T p Ix, where
kB is the Boltzmann constant, the predicted
decay time of-_ 100 ms is much shorter than
observed. After 10 s, the number of vortices
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Fig. 4. Formation and
decay of a vortex at-
tice. The condensate
was rotated for 400 ms
and then equilibrated
in the stationary mag-
netic trap for various
hold times. (A) 25 ms,
(B) 100 ms, (C) 200 ms,
(D) 500 ms, (E) 1 s, (F)
5 s, (G) 10 s. and (H)
40 s. The decreasing
size of the cloud in (E)
to (H) reflects a de-
crease in atom number
due to inelastic colli-
sions. The field of view
is -1 mm by 1.15 mm.
Fig. 5. Vortex lattices with de-
fects. In (A), the lattice has a
dislocation near the center of
the condensate. In (B), there is a
defect reminiscent of a grain
boundary.
pers have discussed the barrier for the entry
of a vortex from the edge (6, 25, 26). The
condensate becomes unstable against sur-
face deformations when the stirring fre-
quency exceeds
Q = min(w/l) (3)
had diminished considerably. In several cases
we observed a single vortex near the conden-
sate center after 30 to 40 s (Fig. 4H). This
dwell time is much longer than that observed
for elongated clouds (1 to 2 s) (3) and for
nearly spherical condensates (15 s) (20). We
estimate that during its lifetime, the super-
fluid flow field near the central vortex core
had completed more than 500,000 revolu-
tions and the lattice itself had rotated -100
times.
A feature of the lattices is their almost per-
fect triangular shape. Deformations are less pro-
nounced than in theoretical calculations that
predicted circular distortions (13, 21). It was
shown (21) that a configuration with perfect
triangular symmetry can lower its energy by
rearranging the outermost ring of vortices into a
circle. This distortion is caused by the cylindri-
cal symmetry of rotation and not by boundary
effects (which were neglected in the calcula-
tions). In condensates of finite size and inho-
mogeneous density, one may expect even larger
distortions. However, in images containing
large numbers of vortices (Fig. 1, C and D), the
lattice is triangular throughout the condensate
even up to the edge. We have observed more
complex lattice configurations in a fraction of
the images. Some show patterns characteristic
of partial crystallization (Fig. 4B), dislocations
(Fig. 5A), and grain boundaries (Fig. SB).
Our experiments may shed light on the
ongoing discussion of vortex formation (6).
A single vortex is expected to be thermody-
namically stable when the rotation frequency
exceeds (22)
5 ih 0.67lRr1/l = .ln I - I (2)2 MR~r I C 
For our trap this yields a critical angular
frequency of - 2r X 6 Hz, or 0.08o. Vor-
tices were only observed at rotation frequen-
cies much higher than f1c. Some have sug-
gested that the critical frequency of - 0.7 tor
observed in other experiments was related to
the suppression of unstable excitations (so-
called anomalous modes) of rectilinear vorti-
ces (6, 23, 24). These anomalous modes de-
pend strongly on the aspect ratio of the trap.
Our observation of vortices at -0.25w in
traps where the aspect ratio varied by a factor
of 2.7 seems to rule out a crucial role of the
anomalous modes, possibly because their fre-
quencies are lower for dense condensates.
Apart from stability conditions, vortices
must be nucleated. Several theoretical pa-
where o, is the frequency of a surface exci-
tation with angular momentum I in the axi-
symmetric trap (27, 28). For our condensates,
the instability is predicted to occur at l - 18,
yielding fl. s 0.3w, which is in fair agree-
ment with our observations (29). The insta-
bilities occur on a practical time scale only
when the cloud is sufficiently deformed to
excite high-i modes. In other experiments (3,
19), a sizable deformation was achieved only
by resonantly driving the = 2 mode near
0.7Wr. In contrast, we strongly deformed the
condensate over a broad range of frequencies.
For such deformations, is no longer a good
quantum number, allowing for coupling into
higher-order modes. Our technique is there-
fore well suited to studying the threshold for
vortex formation.
The surface instability criterion of Eq. 3
applies to rotational excitation. In the spirit of
our earlier stirring experiments on critical ve-
locities (14, 30), we also explored linear motion
of the stirrer. When we moved a small laser
beam (-10 plm in diameter) at a velocity of 2
mm/s once through the condensate along the
radial direction, we observed large lattices con-
taining a- 50 vortices after an equilibration time
of s, indistinguishable from those generated
with the rotating anisotropy. We assume that
imperfect alignment of the stirring beam im-
parted a torque on the condensate. However,
the mechanism of vortex formation warrants
further study.
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Properties of vortex lattices are of broad
interest in superfluids, superconductors, and
even astrophysics. Fluctuations in the rotation
rate of pulsars are attributed to the dynamics of
the vortex lattice in a superfluid neutron liquid
(5, 31). Our experiments show that vortex for-
mation and self-assembly into a regular lattice
is a robust feature of rotating BECs. Gaseous
condensates may serve as a model system to
study the dynamics of vortex matter, in analogy
to work in type-II superconductors (32). Of
particular interest are collective modes of the
lattice. In liquid helium, transverse oscillations
in a vortex lattice (Tkachenko oscillations)
have already been investigated (33, 34). Further
studies may address the nucleation, ordering,
and decay of lattices, in particular to delineate
the role of the thermal component (5), and
possible phase transition associated with melt-
ing and crystallization.
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Self-Assembly of
Subnanometer-Diameter
Single-Wall MoS2 Nanotubes
Maja Remskar,l* Ales Mrzell Zora Skraba, 1 Adolf Jesh, 1
Miran Ceh, 1 Jure Demar," Pierre Stadelmann, Z Francis Lvy, 3
Dragan Mihailovic'
We report on the synthesis, structure, and self-assembly of single-wall sub-
nanometer-diameter molybdenum disulfide tubes. The nanotubes are up to
hundreds of micrometers long and display diverse self-assembly properties on
different length scales, ranging from twisted bundles to regularly shaped "furry"
forms. The bundles, which contain interstitial iodine, can be readily disassem-
bled into individual molybdenum disulfide nanotubes. The synthesis was per-
formed using a novel type of catalyzed transport reaction including C60 as a
growth promoter.
The discovery of free-standing microscopic
one-dimensional molecular structures, such as
nanotubes of carbon, has attracted a great deal
of attention in the last decade because of vari-
ous interesting properties associated with their
small dimensions, high anisotropy, and intrigu-
ing tube-like structures. These range from a
variety of quantum effects (1, 2) to potentially
useful properties such as efficient field emission
(3) and exceptional mechanical strength (4).
Finding that curled-up dichalcogenide sheets
can also form tube-like objects and fullerene-
like nanoparticles (5--8) suggested that synthe-
sis of nanotubes made of atoms other than
carbon may be possible, and relatively small,
15-nm-diameter tubes made of tungsten and
molybdenum disulfide have since been reported
(9-11). The ultralow friction and wear proper-
ties of MoS2 fullerene-like particles (12, 13)
make inorganic fullerenes important tribologi-
cal materials. Other layered materials synthe-
sized as nanotubes, tube-like forms, or
onion-like structures have been reported, such
as boron nitride nanotubes with diameters of a
few nanometers (14,15), Wls049 hollow micro-
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fibers (16), and NiC12 multiwall nanotubes
(17). Other layered compounds, such as NbS2
(18) and GaSe (19), have been the subject of
extensive theoretical calculations, which have
predicted conditions for their stability in cylin-
drical form and some interesting electronic
properties.
We report on the synthesis and basic
structural properties of subnanometer-diame-
ter monomolecular MoS2 single-wall nano-
tubes (SWNTs) produced by a catalyzed
transport reaction involving C60, and show
that the MoS2 nanotubes grow in twisted
chiral bundles of identically structured mol-
ecules stuck together with interstitial iodine.
The tubes vary only in length, but not in
diameter.
The single-wall MoS2 nanotubes were
grown by a catalyzed transport method using
C60 as a growth promoter in the reaction. The
C60 (5 weight %) was added to MoS2 powder in
the transport tube as catalyst, and the reaction
was run typically for 22 days at 1010 K in an
evacuated silica ampoule at a pressure of 10 - 3
Pa with a temperature gradient of 6 K/cm.
Iodine was used as a transport agent. Approxi-
mately 15% (by weight) of the starting material
was tansported by the reaction to form
SWNTs, with the rest remaining in the form of
layered material. The transported material was
subsequently thoroughly washed with toluene
to remove the C6 0.
The transported material grows in the form
of bundles oriented perpendicular to the sub-
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We studied the nucleation of vortices in a Bose-Einstein condensate stirred by a laser beam. The
vortex cores were observed using time-of-flight absorption imaging. Depending on the stirrer size, either
discrete resonances or a broad response was visible as the stir frequency was varied. Stirring beams
small compared to the condensate size generated vortices below the critical rotation frequency for the
nucleation of surface modes, suggesting a local mechanism of generation. In addition, we observed the
centrifugal distortion of the condensate due to the
vortices.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.87.210402
Dissipation and turbulence in superfluid flow often in-
volve the creation and subsequent motion of quantized vor-
tices [1]. Since vortices are topological defects they may
be created only in pairs or can enter a system individually
from its boundary. The nucleation process has been the
subject of much theoretical interest [2]. Experiments with
Bose-Einstein condensates (BEC) confined in atom traps
are well suited to test theories of nucleation because the
boundary of the condensate is well controlled, and vor-
tices can be directly imaged.
Vortex nucleation usually involves dynamical instabil-
ities and superfluid turbulence [1,2]. Exceptions are the
direct coupling between ground and vortex states for small
condensates [3] and the engineering of states of quantized
circulation by manipulating the phase of the wave func-
tion [4-6]. Turbulent flow can be created by perturbing
the system with a time-dependent boundary, for example,
by a small laser beam [7,8] or by a rotating trap anisotropy
[9-11]. The resulting vortices have been directly imaged
[8-10].
In a rotating frame, vortices are energetically favored
above a critical rotational frequency fic [2,12]. Current
theories suggest that vortices must be nucleated by surface
waves which "collapse" into a vortex state [13-17]. This
corresponds to the disappearance of the energy barrier for
a vortex to enter the cloud [2,14,18]. For surface excita-
tions with angular momentum lh and frequency wl, the
minimum rotational frequency is
ls = minl(wl/l). (1)
This corresponds to a Landau critical velocity for sur-
face waves vc = f1sRTF, where RTF is the Thomas-Fermi
radius [15].
Recent experiments [9,19] observed vortices only at
much higher frequencies, giving rise to a variety of theo-
retical models [17,20]. One explanation is that those ex-
periments excited only the I = 2 mode, requiring a higher
drive frequency than Eq. (1) [16,19,21,22]. We tested this
prediction by stirring the condensate with anisotropies of
rotating vortex lattice and found evidence for bent
PACS numbers: 03.75.Fi, 32.80.Pj, 67.40.Vs
different symmetries ( = 2,3,4) and observing distinct
resonance frequencies for vortex formation.
Our central observation is that a small, localized stirring
beam can generate vortices below l. This indicates that
the current surface mode analysis of vortex nucleation is
incomplete. One might expect such a stirrer to couple to
many modes . Surprisingly, the small beam did not excite
resonances but could generate vortices as effectively as a
resonant drive.
Our method of vortex generation has been outlined in
previous work [10]. We start with nearly pure BECs
(>90% condensate fraction) of up to 5 X 107 sodium
atoms in a cylindrically shaped Ioffe-Pritchard magnetic
trap with a mean radial frequency of wr = 2r X 86 Hz
and axial frequency wz = 2ir X 20 Hz. A radio fre-
quency "shield" limited the magnetic trap depth to 50 kHz
(2.3 iK). The condensate chemical potential, peak den-
sity, and healing length S were 300 nK, 4 X 1014 cm -3 ,
and 0.2 m, respectively.
Vortices were generated by rotating the condensate
about its long axis with a scanning blue-detuned laser
beam (532 nm) whose beam waist varied between 5 and
25 ,Am [23]. For the tightest focus, the peak optical dipole
potential was 620 nK. We used multiple beam patterns
(formed by rapidly scanning the laser beam from 1.5 to
10 kHz) with scan radii as large as the Thomas-Fermi
radius RTF, which varied from 27-30 m. The laser
beam was left on during evaporation to damp out dipole
motion. Immediately after producing a condensate we
began the rotation for times of up to 500 ms, generating
a vortex tangle. The laser beams were then instantly shut
off and the cloud equilibrated for 500 ms, during which
time the vortices crystallized into an Abrikosov lattice as
shown in Fig. 4c and detailed in previous work [10]. For
small numbers of vortices the gas did not fully settle into
a regular lattice before imaging.
The vortex cores were observed using resonant ab-
sorption imaging after 41 ms of ballistic expansion,
which magnified them by 20 from their size : in the
trap. As in our previous work we imaged a 50-150 Am
0031-9007/01/87(21)/210402(4)$15.00 © 2001 The American Physical Society
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slice of atoms in the center of the cloud using spatially
selective optical pumping on the F = 2 to F = 3 cycling
transition [10].
By varying the stirring parameters we explored differ-
ent mechanisms for vortex nucleation. A large stirrer,
with a beam waist comparable to the Thomas-Fermi ra-
dius showed enhanced vortex generation at discrete fre-
quencies. Figure 1 shows the number of vortices versus
the stirring frequency of the laser beam using 2-, 3-, and
4-point patterns. The total laser beam power corresponded
to an optical dipole potential between 60 and 240 nK.
The resonances were close to the frequencies of excita-
tion of I = 2, 3, and 4 surface modes (wi/l = wr/l)
[13]. A second, higher resonance appeared in the 3- and
4-point data. This could be due to additional coupling to
the quadrupole ( = 2) mode caused by misalignment of
the laser beams [22]. The extra peaks and the shift of the
resonances from the frequencies wi/l may be due to the
presence of vortices and the stirrer, both of which make an
unperturbed surface mode analysis inadequate.
Our results clearly show discrete resonances in the nu-
cleation rate of vortices that depend on the geometry of
the rotating perturbation. This confirms the role of discrete
surface modes in vortex formation. A dependence on the
symmetry of the stirrer (1-point versus 2-point) has also
been explored in Paris [22]. For longer stirring times and
higher laser powers the condensate accommodated more
vortices at all frequencies, and the resonances became less
pronounced.
A stirrer much smaller than the condensate size could
generate vortices very rapidly-more than 100 vortices
were created in 100 ms of rotation. Figure 2a shows the
number of vortices produced using a 2-point pattern with a
scan radius close to RTF for various stirring times. Above
2-Points
'---3- Points
-- 4-Points
2 360 - 8
> . 'i ':
.20
4 ,4
0 . ......
Stirring Frequency [Hz]
FIG. 1. Discrete resonances in vortex nucleation. The number
of vortices created by multipoint patterns is shown. The conden-
sate radius was RTF = 28 Am. Each data point is the average
of three measurements. The arrows below the graph show the
positions of the surface mode resonances aio . The stirring
times were 100 ms for the 2- and 3-point data, and 300 ms for
the 4-point data. The inset shows 2-, 3-, and 4-point dipole
potentials produced by a 25 m waist laser beam imaged onto
the charge-coupled device camera. The separation of the beams
from the center is 25 m for the 2-point pattern and 55 m for
the 3- and 4-point patterns. The laser power per spot was 0.35,
0.18, and 0.15 mW for the 2-, 3-, and 4-point data, respectively.
300 ms the angular momentum of the cloud appeared to
saturate and even decreased, accompanied by visible heat-
ing of the cloud.
The maximum number of vortices was roughly propor-
tional to the stirring frequency. For a lattice rotating at fre-
quency 1, the quantized vortex lines are distributed with
a uniform area density n, = 21/K, where K = hIM is
the quantum of circulation and M is the atomic mass [12].
Therefore, the number of vortices at a given rotation fre-
quency should be
NV = 2'RR 2 fl/K (2)
in a condensate of radius R. The straight line in Fig. 2a
assumes R = RT and that the lattice has equilibrated with
the drive. In contrast to the large stirrer no resonances
were visible even when the number of vortices had not yet
saturated. This suggests a different mechanism of vortex
nucleation for which further evidence was obtained from
the frequency and spatial dependences.
For our experimental conditions, a numerical calculation
by Feder yields fl - 0.25wOr = 21 Hz [24]. With the
small stirrer, we observed vortices at frequencies as low
as 7 Hz. Below this frequency the velocity of the stirrer
was not much larger than the residual dipole oscillation of
the condensate. The rotational frequency below which a
a)
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FIG. 2. Nonresonant nucleation using a small stirrer. (a) Aver-
age number of vortices created using a 2-point pattern positioned
at the edge of the condensate. The beam waist, total power, and
separation were 5.3 /Am, 0.16 mW, and 54 pAm, respectively.
(b) Effective lattice rotation frequency. The lines in both graphs
indicate the predictions of different models described in the text.
The fewer vortices observed near half the trapping frequency
(42 Hz) are probably due to parametric heating.
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rectilinear vortex in the condensate center is energetically
favored is 7 Hz [2].
In Fig. 3 we varied the radius of the 2-point scan. The
stirring frequency was chosen to keep the linear velocity of
the laser beam constant. Vortices could be generated over
a broad range of radii. The maximum number was ob-
tained at intermediate radii rather than the Thomas-Fermi
surface, providing further evidence that surface excitations
of the unperturbed condensate are not the dominant nucle-
ation mechanism. The observed radial dependence makes
it unlikely that the thermal cloud plays a crucial role in
the vortex nucleation, since at very low temperatures its
maximum density occurs at the surface of the condensate.
Indeed, we observed fewer vortices at higher temperatures.
The nucleation mechanism for small stirrers may be re-
lated to our earlier experiments on the onset of dissipation
in stirred condensates. There we observed a drag force at
velocities above -0.lc, where c is the speed of sound at
the condensate center [7,25]. The friction with the moving
stirrer causes an asymmetry in the density profile in front
of and behind the laser beam. This has been directly im-
aged for linear motion [25]. Similar flow field effects can
be observed in Fig. 3b, where they are clearly linked to the
formation of vortices. Vortex pairs are predicted to arise
from linear stirring [26,27]. When the laser beam moves in
a circle, corotating vortices will be favored, whereas coun-
terrotating vortices will be expelled from the system.
For an object smaller than the healing length , the
critical velocity for vortex formation occurs at the Landau
value given by Eq. (1). For larger objects such as our
laser beam, the flow field around the stirrer can reduce the
a)
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critical velocity relative to Eq. (1) [26], which may explain
our observation of vortices below 21 Hz.
In our earlier work we observed that the size of a con-
densate with vortices exceeded the size of the nonrotating
condensate [10]. Here we study these centrifugal distor-
tions quantitatively (also note [11]). Figure 4 shows the
enhancement of the cloud size R in time of flight by up to
25% due to additional rotational kinetic energy. Rotation
adds a centrifugal potential -(1/2)M(t r) 2 , leading to an
effective radial trapping frequency of /wr2 - 12. For a
constant number of atoms N, this increases the Thomas-
Fermi radius
RTF = Ro/[l - (/Wr)2]3/10 (3)
and reduces the mean-field interaction energy Eint.
The total release energy of the gas is then E =
Eint + +effQ2 EoN. The second term accounts
for the rigid rotation of the lattice while the third term is a
quantum correction due to the kinetic energy of the cores,
which is negligible for large N,. The effective moment
of inertia of the condensate is Ieff = 2/7MRT2N. The
energy per unit length of a single vortex E
,
o must be
averaged over the Thomas-Fermi distribution [28]. We
predict a 30% increase in E for 120 vortices, whereas the
observed increase in R 2 is about 50%. This discrepancy
is probably due to our selection of the central slice of the
cigar, where the rotational energy is the highest, and due
a)
_1 .20
Q0:r: .10.
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rco(YCa 100-
"' ;. c
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Number of Vortices
FIG. 3. Spatial dependence of vortex nucleation. (a) The num-
ber of vortices produced at a constant stirring velocity (0.2c).
At the Thomas-Fermi radius, the angular frequency of the stir-
rer was 17.5 Hz. The error bars are the standard deviation of
three measurements at the same radius. (b) Axial phase contrast
images showing the pure condensate with the aligned stirrer (1),
and at 4.4 ms intervals, the condensate during (2-7) and after
(8-10) stirring. Each frame is 120 /xm wide.
FIG. 4. Centrifugal effects on a rotating condensate. (a) Ob-
served radial size of the condensate, as determined from a para-
bolic fit to the time-of-flight distribution after 41.5 ms. (b),(c)
Comparison of a nonrotating condensate (Rtof = 570 /Am) and
one with 160 vortices. Radial in situ phase contrast imaging
of (d) a condensate at rest, and (e) in rotation at a frequency
of 75 Hz, showing the modified aspect ratio. The length of the
condensate in (d) was 200 um.
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to the unobserved axial expansion, which may depend on
the angular momentum of the cloud.
If we account for centrifugal effects and combine
Eqs. (2) and (3), we expect a divergence of the number of
vortices near the trap frequency (dashed line in Fig. 2a).
The deviation of the data from this line suggests that
the condensate did not fully equilibrate with the rotating
drive. Taking into account the critical velocity for vortex
nucleation, vc 0.1c [25], we expect the maximum
rotation frequency of the lattice to be fls- v/RTF,
where Ils is the frequency of the stirrer moving at
radius RTF. Using the measured number of vortices, we
can invert Eqs. (2) and (3) to derive the lattice rotation
frequency, which is shown in Fig. 2b, along with the
expected value fs - 2r 6 Hz assuming a constant
N. The discrepancy can be partly attributed to loss of
atom number due to heating by the stirrer, which was
up to 30%. We can also derive from these equations the
flow velocity at the edge of the condensate. For a lattice
with 144 vortices, this velocity exceeded the speed of
sound at the condensate center by 40%, in contrast to
a recent suggestion that supersonic rotation speeds are
unattainable [29].
At low rotational velocities, vortices should not be recti-
linear as assumed in many theoretical calculations but bent
[30,31]. Such bent vortices should have lower visibility in
our images due to the line of sight integration across the
optically pumped condensate slice. Figure 5 shows sev-
eral examples. Some appear as vortex lattices with tilted
vortex cores. Other images show structures reminiscent of
half rings and coiled vortices. However, it is not obvious
how some of the observed time-of-flight features are re-
lated to spatial structures in the trapped condensate.
In conclusion, we have identified two distinct mecha-
nisms for vortex nucleation in rotating condensates-
FIG. 5. Three-dimensional structure of vortices. Shown are
several examples of time-of-flight pictures of condensates at low
rotational frequencies, where "smeared-out" vortex cores and
elongated features were observed. The condensate radius was
510 um.
surface modes and local turbulence. It would be intriguing
to study the vortex phase diagram [32,33] and the role of
the thermal cloud in vortex decay [29].
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Formation and Decay of Vortex Lattices in Bose-Einstein Condensates at Finite Temperatures
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The dynamics of vortex lattices in stirred Bose-Einstein condensates have been studied at finite tem-
peratures. The decay of the vortex lattice was observed nondestructively by monitoring the centrifugal
distortions of the rotating condensate. The formation of the vortex lattice could be deduced from the
increasing contrast of the vortex cores observed in ballistic expansion. In contrast to the decay, the
formation of the vortex lattice is insensitive to temperature change.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.88.070409
Gaseous Bose-Einstein condensates (BEC) have become
a test bed for many-body theory. The properties of a con-
densate at zero temperature are accurately described by a
nonlinear Schr6dinger equation. More recently, theoretical
work on the ground state properties of condensates [1] has
been extended to rotating condensates containing one or
several vortices [2] and their dynamics. These include vor-
tex nucleation [3,4], crystallization of the vortex lattice [5],
and decay [6,7]. Experimental study has focused mainly
on the nucleation of vortices, either by stirring condensates
directly with a rotating anisotropy [8-10] or creating con-
densates out of a rotating thermal cloud [11]. In addition,
the decay of vortices in nearly pure condensates has also
been analyzed [8,11,12]. Here we report the first quanti-
tative investigation of vortex dynamics at finite tempera-
ture. The crystallization and decay of a vortex lattice have
been studied and a striking difference is found between
the two processes: while the crystallization is essentially
temperature independent, the decay rate increases dramati-
cally with temperature.
The method used to generate vortices has been outlined
in previous work [9,13]. Condensates of up to 75 million
sodium atoms (>80% condensate fraction) were prepared
in a cigar-shaped offe-Pritchard magnetic trap using
evaporative cooling. The radial and axial trap frequen-
cies of wx = 2r X (88.8 1.4) Hz, ty = 2r X
(83.3 0.8) Hz, and wz = 2r X (21.1 ± 0.5) Hz, cor-
responded to a radial trap asymmetry of er = (w - y)/
(wx2 + wy2) = (6.4 ± 0.2)% and an aspect ratio of A =
tox/z = (4.20 ± 0.04). The relatively large value of
the radial trap asymmetry is due to gravitational sag and
the use of highly elongated pinch coils (both estimated
to contribute equally). The radio frequency (rf) used for
evaporation was held at its final value to keep the tem-
perature of the condensate roughly constant throughout
the experiment. The condensate's Thomas-Fermi radii,
chemical potential, and peak density were Rr = 28 /um,
Rz = 115 /um, 300 nK, and 4 X 1014 cm - 3, correspond-
ing to a healing length 0.2 m.
Vortices were produced by spinning the condensate for
200 ms along its long axis with a scanning, blue-detuned
laser beam (532 nm) [8,14]. For this experiment two
PACS numbers: 03.75.Fi, 32.80.Pj, 67.40.Vs
symmetric stirring beams were used (Gaussian waist
w = 5.3 m, stirring radius 24 /,rm). The laser power of
0.16 mW per beam corresponded to an optical dipole po-
tential of 310 nK. After the stirring beams were switched
off, the rotating condensate was left to equilibrate in the
static magnetic trap for various hold times. As in our
previous work, the vortex cores were observed using
optical pumping to the F = 2 state and resonant absorp-
tion imaging on the F = 2 to F = 3 cycling transition
[9]. After 42.5 ms of ballistic expansion the cores were
magnified to 20 times their size, f, in the trap.
The decay of the vortex lattice can be observed by al-
lowing the condensate to spin down in the trap for variable
times before the ballistic expansion and subsequent obser-
vation of the vortex cores. However, this method requires
destructive imaging and suffers from shot-to-shot varia-
tions. In situ phase-contrast imaging is nondestructive, but
the vortex cores are too small to be resolved. Instead, we
monitored the centrifugal distortion of the cloud due to the
presence of vorticity. This is a quantitative measure for
the rotation frequency, l, of the lattice, and therefore the
number of vortices [15]. Such distorted shapes have been
observed previously for rotating clouds [9,11,13].
The shape of a rotating condensate is determined by the
magnetic trapping potential and the centrifugal potential
- Ml2r2, where M is the atomic mass. From the effec-
tive radial trapping frequency Wr , = t-r2-- 2
one obtains the aspect ratio of the rotating cloud, A' =
'/6wz, as
A' = A/ (11/Wr) 2 . (1)
For the decay measurements, the condensate was stirred
for 200 mns, producing 130 vortices on average at the
coldest temperature (determined using time-of-flight imag-
ing). After the drive was stopped the cloud equilibrated in
the stationary magnetic trap. Ten in situ images of each
condensate were taken at equal time intervals using non-
destructive phase-contrast imaging detuned 1.7 GHz from
resonance (see Fig. la). We verified that the decay rate
was not affected due to repeated imaging by varying the
0031-9007/02/88(7)/070409(4)$20.00 © 2002 The American Physical Society
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FIG. 1. (a) Spin down of a rotating condensate in a static mag-
netic trap. The first phase contrast image is taken 100 ms after
turning off the drive, with each subsequent image spaced by
100 ms. The rotating vortex lattice caused a radial swelling of
the condensate, reducing the aspect ratio. As vortices leave the
system the aspect ratio approaches its static value of 4.2. The
field of view is 25 by 75 1m. (b) Observation of a rotating
thermal cloud. The parameters are identical to (a), but the probe
light detuning is closer to resonance, enhancing the sensitivity
to the more dilute thermal cloud. The phase shift of the dense
condensate exceeds 2ir and is displayed as saturated (black) in
the image. The apparent loss in atom number is due to Rayleigh
scattering of the probe light. (c) The inner and outer contours
represent the aspect ratio of the condensate and thermal cloud,
respectively, as obtained from two-dimensional fits to phase-con-
trast images.
time between exposures. The theoretical treatment of the
decay has two limiting cases one where the thermal cloud
is nearly stationary and the other where the thermal cloud
is closely following the rotating condensate [6]. Because
the thermal cloud could not easily be discerned in im-
ages taken with 1.7 GHz detuning, we used light closer to
resonance (400 MHz detuning) to determine the shape of
the thermal cloud (Fig. b).
The aspect ratio of the condensate was obtained by fit-
ting a 2D Thomas-Fermi profile to the 1.7 GHz images.
The aspect ratio of the thermal cloud was determined from
the 400 MHz images by masking off the condensate in the
inner region of the cloud and then fitting a 2D Gaussian
to the image. The comparison of the contours of the con-
densate and thermal cloud (condensate fraction of NC/N =
0.62) shows that the thermal cloud is also rotating. The im-
ages for the thermal cloud show that the aspect ratio decays
from 3.0 to 4.2 on the same time scale as the condensate.
This corresponds to an initial rotation rate of -2/3 that of
the condensate.
The damping rate of the vortex lattice, obtained from
exponential fits to the data, was studied at different tem-
peratures by varying the condensed fraction of atoms in the
trap. The condensate fractions were obtained from fits to
time-of-flight images of the condensate before the stirring.
The temperature was derived from these values using the
scaling theory for an interacting Bose gas [16]. At a fixed
070409-2
rf frequency for evaporation, the centrifugal potential low-
ers the trap depth by a factor 1 - (fl/o) 2 for a thermal
cloud rotating at frequency fl. Evaporation should lower
the temperature of the rotating cloud by the same factor.
Figure 2a shows how the aspect ratio of the condensate
approaches its static value as the vortex lattice decays. The
decrease of the angular speed appears to be exponential
(Fig. 2b) and strongly depends on temperature (Fig. 3).
The crystallization of the lattice occurs during the first
500 ms of hold time. Examination of Fig. 2 during this
time frame indicates that this process has no effect on
the decay. It should be noted that the exponential nature
of the decay is related to the corotation of the thermal
cloud with the condensate. When the thermal cloud is
fixed, theoretical [6] and experimental [8] studies show
nonexponetial behavior.
In addition to the decay process, the formation of the
vortex lattice has also been examined. After rotating the
condensate it typically took hundreds of ms for the lattice
to form (see Fig. 4 in Ref. [9]). One may expect the lattice
to already form in the rotating frame during the stirring
because the lattice is the lowest energy state for a given
angular momentum. This absence of equilibration in the
rotating frame is presumably due to heating and excitation
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FIG. 2. Decay of a vortex lattice at finite temperatures. (a) The
aspect ratio of the condensate approaching its static value. Each
point represents the average of ten measurements. Error bars
given for (.) are statistical and are typical of all four data sets.
(b) The decay of the rotation rate of the lattice for the same data
using Eq. (1). The decay of the rotation depends strongly on the
thermal component.
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FIG. 3. Decay rates for vortex lattices at several temperatures.
The rates are determined from data taken during the first second
of equilibration. Each point represents the average of five mea-
surements. The inset figure emphasizes the strong dependence
of the decay rate on temperature, T. The transition temperature
was Tc = 790 nK and varied by less than 7% for the data shown.
of collective lattice modes by the stirring beams. The crys-
tallization of the vortex lattice was studied by determining
the contrast or visibility of the vortex cores as a function
of equilibration time. To avoid any bias, we used an auto-
mated vortex recognition algorithm. Each image was nor-
malized by dividing it by a blurred duplicate of itself. A
binary image was then created with a threshold set to the
value at which the algorithm reliably detected almost all
vortices that were identified by visual inspection of equili-
brated images (there was less than 5% discrepancy). Clus-
ters of contiguous bright pixels within a circular area were
counted as "visible" vortices. Figure 4a shows three vortex
lattices after different equilibration times with the visible
vortices identified.
The lowest temperature (337 nK, corresponding to a
condensate fraction of -80%) was close to the chemical
potential. Further cooling would have resulted in smaller
condensates. The highest temperature (442 nK) was
limited by the rapid decay of the vortex lattice.
Figure 4b and 4c show that the formation of the lat-
tice depends very weakly on temperature, if at all, over the
range studied. The larger number of vortices crystallized at
lower temperatures (Fig. 4b) is due to the strong tempera-
ture dependence of the lattice decay rates, which differed
by more than a factor of 5. We can correct for this by esti-
mating the number of vortices N,, (t) as a function of time
from the centrifugal distortion measurements described
above as N,,(t) = [211(t)/K]7rR(t) 2 , where K = hIM is
the quantum of circulation, M is the sodium mass, and R is
the radial Thomas-Fermi radius. By normalizing the num-
ber of visible vortices by this estimate, we deduce the vor-
tex visibility as a function of time. These lattice formation
curves overlap almost perfectly for different temperatures
(Fig. 4c).
The decay of a vortex lattice is discussed in Refs. [6,7].
The process is modeled as a two-step transfer of angu-
lar momentum. The rotation of the condensate is damped
due to friction with the thermal cloud (/Zc-th), which is in
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FIG. 4. Crystallization of the vortex lattice. (a) The top row
shows three condensates that have equilibrated for 50, 150, and
300 mns, respectively, and have 48, 86, and 140 vortices recog-
nized as visible by our algorithm. The bottom row shows the
same condensates with the visible vortices circled. The field of
view was 1.4 by 1.6 mm. (b) Growth of the number of visible
vortices for several temperatures expressed by the condensate
fraction (No/N). (c) Visibility of vortices derived from the data
in (b), normalized by the number of vortices inferred from cen-
trifugal distortion measurements.
turn damped via friction with the trap anisotropy (th-e,).
Even at our highest temperatures, ,c-th is sufficiently
larger than Ath-E, as to allow the thermal cloud to spin
up to 2/3 of the lattice rotation rate. th-e, is calcu-
lated in Ref. [17] for a classical Boltzmann gas. For our
parameters the relaxation time rot for the thermal cloud
rotation is rot = 4r, where r is the relaxation time for
quadrupolar deformations. r is approximately 5/4 of the
time between elastic collisions rel = 2/nvtho' [18], where
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n is the atomic density, Vth is the thermal velocity, and is
the elastic cross section. For a quantum-saturated thermal
cloud, this gives a relaxation time proportional to T- 2 .
The presence of the condensate adds an additional
moment of inertia, extending the rotational relaxation
time by a factor finertia = (th + Ic)/Ith, where Ith and lc
are the moments of inertia of the thermal cloud and
the condensate, respectively. At high temperatures this
factor approaches 1, because the moment of inertia of the
thermal cloud is dominant. For very low temperatures
finertia - (/lth). This ratio is [6]
(2)Ic- 15'(3) N, kT
Ith 16C(4) Nth kT'
where the numerical prefactor is 1.04. Thus, for a non-
interacting Bose gas in the low temperature limit, finatia
scales as T - 4 and the relaxation time of the vortex lattice
should scale as T -6 . (For very round traps a weaker T 2
temperature dependence is expected, due to the r- scaling
of the thermal cloud relaxation time.) The observed tem-
perature dependence of the relaxation time, decreasing by
a factor of 17 for a 60% increase in the temperature, agrees
fortuitously well given the approximations made in the the-
ory. The absolute relaxation rates predicted by Refs. [6,17]
are on the order of 1 s- , in reasonable agreement with our
results. However, for a quantitative comparison to theory it
will be necessary to further characterize the rotating ther-
mal cloud, which may not be in full equilibrium.
In contrast to the decay, the crystallization process of
the vortex lattice was essentially independent of tempera-
ture. This was unexpected because all dissipative processes
observed thus far in BECs, including the decay of the vor-
tex lattice, have shown a strong temperature dependence
[19,20]. Feder [21] has numerically simulated a stirred
condensate using only the Gross-Pitaevskii equation. The
results show that the absence of dissipation leads to a rapid,
irregular motion of the vortices. The addition of a phe-
nomenological dissipative term in Ref. [5] resulted in the
formation of triangular vortex lattices. However, the origin
of the dissipation was not identified. Our results suggest
that the time-limiting step for the evolution of a vortex
tangle into a regular lattice does not strongly depend on
temperature. One possibility is that the thermal cloud is
not directly involved. This may be similar to the recon-
nection of vortices or the damping of Kelvin modes, where
the spontaneous creation of excitations acts as a dissipative
mechanism [22]. Another possibility is that the rearrange-
ment of the vortices into a rectilinear lattice is slow and
not limited by dissipation. Our quantitative analysis of
the formation process seems to contradict qualitative ob-
servations made in Paris [8], in which the lattice ordering
appeared to have temperature dependence. This indicates
that further study may be necessary to fully characterize
the role of the thermal cloud in the formation process.
In conclusion, we have studied the crystallization and
decay of vortex lattices. Both processes are dissipative
and require physics beyond the Gross-Pitaevskii equation.
The dynamics of vortices nicely illustrates the interplay of
experiment and theory in the field of BEC.
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The dissociation of ultracold molecules was studied by ramping an external magnetic field through a
Feshbach resonance. The observed dissociation energies directly yielded the strength of the atom-
molecule coupling. They showed nonlinear dependence on the ramp speed. This was explained by a
Wigner threshold law which predicts that the decay rate of the molecules above threshold increases
with the density of states. In addition, inelastic molecule-molecule and molecule-atom collisions were
characterized.
DOI: 10. 1103/PhysRevLett.92.180402
Recently, it has become possible to create ultracold
molecular gases from precooled atomic samples [1-11].
Extending the ultralow temperature regime from atoms to
molecules is an important step towards controlling the
motion of more complicated objects. The complex struc-
ture of molecules may lead to new scientific opportunities,
including the search for a permanent electric dipole mo-
ment, with sensitivity much higher than for heavy atoms
[12], and the realization of quantum fluids of bosons and
fermions with anisotropic interactions [13]. Furthermore,
stable mixtures of atomic and molecular condensates are
predicted to show coherent stimulation of atom-molecule
or molecule-atom conversion, constituting quantum-
coherent chemistry [14].
To date, all realizations of ultracold molecules
(< 1 nK) have bypassed the need for direct cooling of
the molecules, which is difficult due to the complicated
rovibrational structure. Rather, molecules were formed
from ultracold atoms using Feshbach resonances [2-11],
where a highly vibrational excited molecular state
is magnetically tuned into resonance with a pair of collid-
ing atoms.
In this Letter, we study the dissociation and decay of
such highly excited molecules. Figure 1 shows a sche-
matic of the dissociation process. For magnetic fields
above the Feshbach resonance, the molecular state crosses
the free atomic states, shown here as discrete states in a
finite quantization volume. The interaction between
atoms and molecules turns these crossing into anticross-
ings. When the magnetic field is swept very slowly
through the resonance, the molecules follow the adiabatic
curve and end up in the lowest energy state of the atoms.
For faster ramps, the molecular populations will partially
cross some of the low-lying states, and the dissociation
products will populate several atomic states. The stronger
the coupling between the molecular state and the atomic
states, the faster the molecules dissociate and the smaller
the energy release in the dissociation. Observing the
atom-molecule coupling in one-body decay (dissociation)
is a new method to experimentally determine the strength
PACS numbers: 03.75.Nt, 32.80.Pj, 33.80.Ps, 34.20.Cf
of a Feshbach resonance. Previous measurements
used two- or three-body processes to characterize the
Feshbach resonance and therefore required accurate
knowledge of the atomic density distribution.
Collisional properties of the molecules were also
studied. Inelastic collisions limit both the production of
molecules and their lifetime. We observed loss of mole-
cules by collisions both with atoms and other molecules.
These two processes were studied by separating atoms
and molecules with a short pulse of laser light [9].
To generate molecules, sodium condensates in the
IF, mF) = II, -1) state were prepared in an optical dipole
trap. The trap frequencies of 290 Hz in the radial direction
and 2.2 Hz in the axial direction yielded typical densities
of 1.7 X 1014 cm - 3 for 5 X 106 atoms. Atoms were then
spin-flipped using an adiabatic radio frequency sweep to
the I1, 1) state, where a G wide Feshbach resonance
exists at 907 G [15].
FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of energy levels for molecules and
atoms. The diabatic energy levels are shown as dashed lines.
The adiabatic curves (solid lines) include the atom-molecule
coupling. When the magnetic field is swept from positive to
negative scattering length, dissociated molecules end up in one
or several atomic states, depending on the ramp rate of the
magnetic field. The spheres represent the distribution of the
population before and after the ramp.
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The magnetic field sequence used to create and detect
Na2 molecules was identical to our previous work [9].
Briefly, the axial magnetic field was ramped to 903 G in
100 ms using two pairs of bias coils. In order to prepare
the condensate on the negative scattering length side of
the resonance, the field was stepped up to 913 G as quickly
as possible ( - 1 s) to jump through the resonance with
minimal atom loss. The field was then ramped back down
to 903 G in 50 ts to form molecules. In order to remove
nonpaired atoms from the trap, the sample was irradiated
with a 20 as pulse of resonant light. Because 903 G is far
from the Feshbach resonance, the mixing between atomic
and molecular states was small and therefore molecules
were transparent to this "blast" pulse. By ramping the
field back to 913 G molecules were converted back to
atoms. Absorption images were taken at high fields (either
at 903 or 913 G) after 10 to 17 ms ballistic expansion, with
the imaging light incident along the axial direction of the
condensate.
To study the momentum distribution of the back-
converted atoms, the magnetic field was ramped up im-
mediately after turning off the optical trap, or for a
reference, at the end of the ballistic expansion. The differ-
ence between the energies of ballistic expansion is the
released dissociation energy. Energies were obtained
from the rms width of the cloud (x2) as E=
3m(x 2)/2t 2 , where t is the ballistic expansion time and
m is the atomic mass. Figure 2 shows that faster field
ramps created hotter atoms.
An earlier theoretical treatment assumes a constant
predissociation lifetime of the molecules and predicts a
linear relation between dissociation energy and field ramp
rate [16]. This theory predicts a much faster dissociation
(and therefore smaller dissociation energy) than was ob-
served. Furthermore, our data show a nonlinear depen-
dence. Linear behavior would be expected if the lifetime
of the molecules was independent of the energy e from
the dissociation threshold. The fact that the slope be-
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FIG. 2. Dissociation energy of molecules as a function of
magnetic field ramp rate. The dashed line represents the linear
relation described in Ref. [16], the solid line shows the result of
our model using a theoretical value for AB = 0.98 G and abg =
3.4 nm, and the dotted line shows a curve with the product
abgAB as a fitting parameter.
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comes smaller for increasing ramp rate indicates that
the lifetime of molecules decreases with the ramp rate.
As we show, this can be explained by an increase of the
density of atomic states, leading to a +/ dependence of
the molecular decay rate (Wigner threshold law [17]).
The decay rate r(e) follows from Fermi's golden rule
as IF(e) = 2irIVm(e)12D(e) [18], where Vnm, is the matrix
element between atomic and molecular states, which to
leading order is independent of e. The density of states
D(e) is given by
D() V 2 (m )3/2 1/2 (1)
where V is the quantization volume for free atomic states.
An expression for the matrix element Va is obtained
by comparing the energy shift near a Feshbach resonance
with second-order perturbation theory. Assuming two
atoms in a volume V, the energy shift of the low-lying
continuum states due to the coupling with a bound mo-
lecular state is
() = Iva1 2 IVmA12
e AIL(B - B)' (2)
where A. is the difference between atomic and molecu-
lar magnetic moments, B is the applied magnetic field,
and B0 is the position of the Feshbach resonance.
The energy shift can also be expressed in terms of the
mean field energy 4MIi2 a/mV, where a = abgAB/(B -
B0) is the scattering length near the Feshbach resonance
(abg is the background scattering length and AB is the
resonance width [19]):
41r/i 2 abgAB8(e)= =
mV B -B o '
Comparing Eqs. (2) and (3) yields
IVml2 = 4=r 2 abgA/AAB.
mV
(3)
(4)
If the entire population is initially in the molecular
state, the fraction of molecules, m(e), at energy e follows
the rate equation,
(5)
(6)
t20 -.. ,o, aIo. ko r - kr/, vv, - -. . .. u-
tion for m(e),
m(e) = e- (2/3)CE3/2 C = 2AB mabg
hB h2 (7)
In the laboratory frame, the atoms have kinetic energy
e/2, and therefore the average energy of an atom after
dissociation is
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8E = | [-dm(e)] = 0.591 a(8)0 2 ~ ~ mag2AB) 8
Using theoretical values abg = 3.4 1m, AIL/h =
3.65 X 1.4 MHz/G, and AB = 0.98 G [20,21], the data
show good agreement with our model. A fit of the product
abgAB to our data results in abgAB = 3.64 Gnm ± 2%
(dotted line in Fig. 2). The discrepancy between the
theoretical and fitted values is 4 times bigger than the
statistical error, but within the systematic error of the
measurement of the release energy.
Further experiments with ultracold sodium molecules
will critically depend on their collision properties.
Therefore we also studied heating and inelastic collision
processes. As shown in Fig. 3, we observed monotonic
heating of the pure molecular sample over -30 ms. In
addition, we observed short time scale oscillations (6 ms)
in the fitted temperature (inset of Fig. 3). Such breathing
oscillations were excited because the molecules were
formed over the volume of the atomic condensate and
started oscillations around their equilibrium volume. The
equilibrium volume deduced from the observed released
energy is much smaller than the initial volume. The
absence of damping implies a collision time of at least
6 ms, or a molecular scattering length smaller than 17 nm
(obtained using the expression for the collision rate
8ra 2vthnm, where vth is the thermal velocity). It is un-
clear whether the oscillation disappeared due to colli-
sions or limited signal-to-noise ratio.
The temperature of the molecular cloud saturated at
-250 nK after 15 ms. A possible explanation is the
balance between heating due to inelastic molecular decay
and the evaporative cooling caused by the finite trap depth
(1.7 AK). This would imply a collision time of 15 ms.
However, we have no clear evidence that thermalization
has occurred. Clearly, further studies of elastic collisions
between ultracold molecules are necessary.
300
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FIG. 3. Temperature of the molecular cloud. After 15 ms, the
temperature saturates at 250 nK. Error bars represent the
statistical error (standard deviation). The inset shows finer
resolution data for holding times up to 6 mns. The solid line is
a guide to the eye.
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Molecules formed via an s-wave Feshbach resonance
are created in the rotational ground state, but in high
vibrational states. Therefore, one expects vibrational re-
laxation to be a strong, inelastic decay mechanism.
Figure 4(a) shows the decay of a pure molecular
sample. The decay was analyzed with the rate equation
N, = _Kmmnm.
N.
(9)
Here Nm, nm is the number and the density of the
molecules, respectively, and Kmm is the molecule-
molecule collision rate coefficient. Because of the chang-
ing size and temperature of the molecular cloud during
the first -15 ms (Fig. 3), we fit data points only at
later times, assuming a thermal equilibrium volume for
the molecules. The decay at earlier times is slower, con-
sistent with a larger molecular cloud. The fit yields a
molecule-molecule collision coefficient of Kmm 5.1 X
10-11 cm 3/s, about 2 orders of magnitude larger than the
typical values reported for fermions [4,5].
Inelastic collisions between molecules and atoms were
also observed by keeping atoms in the trap [Fig. 4(b)].
The decay was analyzed assuming that the loss of
!I
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Hold Time Us)
FIG. 4. Decay of ultracold molecules trapped alone (a) or
together with atoms (b). The solid lines in (a) and (b) are fits of
Eqs. (9) and (10) to data, which assume vibrational relaxation
in the collision of m olecules (a) or collisions between mole-
cules and atoms (b). The insets illustrate the experimental
sequences.
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FIG. 5. Conversion of atoms to molecules for various ramp
times. During a given time, the magnetic field was swept by
10 G. (a) and (b) show absorption images taken after 14 ms time
of flight. The molecules (bottom) were radially separated from
the atoms (top) by a field gradient of 2.8 G/cm. The molecules
were converted back to atoms only 0.5 ms before imaging by
ramping the magnetic field back across the Feshbach resonance.
This time was chosen to be long enough for any transient field
fluctuations to damp out, but short enough such that the size of
the imaged cloud reflected the molecular temperature, not the
dissociation energy. (a) The atoms remained in the trap. (b) The
atoms were removed by a resonant laser pulse immediately
after the magnetic field ramp. (c) Number of molecules as a
function of ramp time for (a) (open circles) and (b) (closed
circles).
molecules occurred mainly due to collisions with atoms,
resulting in an exponential decay:
m. = - Kmn.. ~ (10)
Nm.
Here na is the density of atoms, and Kam is the atom-
molecule collision rate coefficient. From the fit, we ex-
tract a lifetime of 106 /s and a rate coefficient Kam 
5.5 X 10- 1 cm3 /s, which agrees well with theoretical
predictions [21,22].
The inelastic losses determine the maximum conver-
sion efficiency from atoms to molecules. For an adiabatic
ramp, one expects close to 100% conversion efficiency.
Indeed, in experiments with fermionic atoms, efficiencies
up to 85% have been observed [5]. Figure 5 shows the
results for magnetic field ramps of different durations.
The two sets of images show that applying the blast pulse
dramatically improved the molecular number and tem-
perature. Without it, a slower ramp time (4 ms) appeared
to be more favorable for molecule formation [open circles
in Fig. 5(c)]. No molecules were observed for a 50 As
ramp time. However, with the blast pulse, a similar num-
ber of molecules was obtained for all ramp times between
50 As to 4 ms [closed circles in Fig. 5(c)].
We assume that these results reflect the interplay of two
competing processes. The adiabatic condition requires a
relatively slow field ramp for efficient conversion.
However, this means that the atoms and molecules spend
more time near or at the Feshbach resonance, where
inelastic collision rates are enhanced. In contrast to
Fig. 5(b), the absence of a molecular signal in Fig. 5(a)
for 50 s ramp time reflects that the atomic density
reduction due to the ballistic expansion is too slow for
the molecules to survive the inelastic collisions with
the atoms.
In conclusion, we observed a Wigner threshold behav-
ior in the dissociation of ultracold molecules. We were
able to characterize a Feshbach resonance using a one-
body decay (dissociation) process. The rapid decay of the
molecules due to collisions with atoms and other mole-
cules imposes a severe limit to further evaporative cool-
ing for bosons. This also explains the low conversion
efficiency (- 4%), in contrast to recent experiments
with fermions.
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Coherent molecular optics is performed using two-photon Bragg scattering. Molecules were pro-
duced by sweeping an atomic Bose-Einstein condensate through a Feshbach resonance. The spectral
width of the molecular Bragg resonance corresponded to an instantaneous temperature of 20 nK,
indicating that atomic coherence was transferred directly to the molecules. An autocorrelating inter-
ference technique was used to observe the quadratic spatial dependence of the phase of an expanding
molecular cloud. Finally, atoms initially prepared in two momentum states were observed to cross-
pair with one another, forming molecules in a third momentum state. This process is analogous to
sum-frequency generation in optics.
PACS numbers: PACS 03.75.Fi, 34.20.Cf, 32.80.Pj, 33.80.Ps
C
Similar to the field of optics, where the high intensity
and coherence of lasers allowed for the observation of ef-
(') fects such as frequency doubling and wave-mixing, atom
optics has benefited greatly from the realization of Bose-
Einstein condensates (BEC). High phase-space density
(atoms per mode) and a uniform phase [1, 2] give the
; condensate its laser-like qualities. Although not funda-
17 mentally required [3, 4], BEC has led to the observation
of such phenomena as four-wave mixing [5], matter wave
amplification [6, 7], and atom number squeezing [8].
The current state of molecular optics is similar to
t atom optics prior to the realization of BEC. Diffraction
and interferometry of thermal molecular beams has been
-- demonstrated [9, 10, 11, 12], yet monoenergetic beams
lack the density necessary to observe nonlinear effects.
However, recent experiments using Feshbach resonances
have demonstrated the conversion of degenerate atomic
bosons [13, 14, 15] and fermions [16, 17, 18, 19, 20] into
O ultracold molecules. These sources have the potential to
. .greatly advance molecular optics. Furthermore, atom-
molecule coupling can be studied as the first steps to-
wards "superchemistry", where chemical reactions are
stimulated via macroscopic occupation of a quantum
state [21].
The coherent manipulation of atomic matter waves via
stimulated light scattering has been crucial in the devel-
opment of nonlinear atom optics (for a review see [23]).
Here we demonstrate the ability to apply Kapitza-Dirac
and Bragg diffraction [24] to cold molecules. Using opti-
cal standing waves of suitably chosen frequencies, sodium
dimers were coherently manipulated with negligible heat-
ing or other incoherent processes. First, we characterized
the coherence of our "source" molecules, created via Fes-
hbach resonance. By measuring the Bragg spectrum of
the molecules immediately after their creation, the con-
· Contact Info: jamil,.mit.edu
tWebsite: cua.mit.edu/ketterlegroup
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FIG. 1: Bragg diffraction of (a) atoms and (b) molecules.
Scattered particles recoil with identical momenta, pr. How-
ever, during ballistic expansion diffracted molecules expand
with half the velocity of atoms, due to their doubled mass.
The pulse duration in each image was 200 s. A shorter
pulse (5 s) populated multiple (c) atomic and (d) molecular
momentum states. The halos in (c) are due to collisions be-
tween different momentum states [22]. The time-of-flight in
each image is 17 ms.
version from atoms to molecules was shown to be coher-
ent - the matter wave analog to frequency doubling in
optics. The quadratic spatial dependence of the phase
of the expanding molecules was observed using an au-
tocorrelation interference technique. By creating a du-
plicate sample of molecules and overlapping it with the
original, matter wave interference was observed. Finally,
-TI
cTq
I I 1 I I
W
0
2the matter wave analog to sum-frequency generation was
demonstrated. Atoms prepared in two momentum states,
prior to creating molecules, were observed to cross-pair,
generating a third momentum state.
To produce molecules, sodium condensates were pre-
pared in a crossed optical dipole trap in the F, mF) =
1,-1) state. Trap frequencies of (w, w,w) = 2irx(146,
105, 23) Hz yielded a typical peak density of no 
4.3 x 1014 cm - 3 for 25 million atoms. Atoms were then
spin-flipped to the 1., 1) state, in which a 1 G wide Fes-
hbach resonance exists at 907 G [25].
The magnetic field sequence used to create and detect
Na2 molecules was identical to our previous work [15, 26].
Briefly, the axial (z-axis) magnetic field was ramped to
903 G in 100 ms. In order to prepare the condensate
on the negative scattering length side of the resonance,
the field was stepped up to 913 G as quickly as possible
(. 1 /s) to jump through the resonance with minimal
atom loss. After waiting 1200 s for the transient field
to die down, the field was ramped back down to 903 G in
50 As to form molecules. In order to remove non-paired
atoms from the trap, the sample was irradiated with a
10 Is pulse of resonant light. Because 903 G is far from
the Feshbach resonance, the mixing between atomic and
molecular states was small, and therefore molecules were
transparent to this "blast" pulse. By ramping the field
back to 913 G. molecules were converted back to atoms.
Absorption images were taken at high fields (either at
903 G or 913 G). with the imaging light incident along
the axial direction of the condensate. Bragg scattering
of atoms and molecules was carried out using two nearly
orthogonal beams (B = 84°). aligned such that particles
were scattered along the x-axis of the trap. The beams
were far-detuned from atomic/molecular transitions to
limit spontaneous scattering. For atoms the detuning
was - 4 nm from the sodium D lines. To find a suit-
able transition for the molecules, we scanned the laser
wavelength and measured the Rabi frequency for Bragg
transitions. Several narrow transitions were observed,
but not carefully characterized. For this work the laser
was set to 590.159 mn, yielding a Rabi frequency of 2
kHz and corresponding to an effective detuning of 50
MH-lz from the resonance.
Fig 1 shows time-of-flight images of Bragg scatter-
ing for atoms and molecules. Because the kinetic en-
ergy of the scattered particles was much larger than
their mean-field energy, individual momentum states
were well-resolved in ballistic expansion. Both atoms
and molecules receive equal two-photon recoil momen-
tun, p,. = 2hsin(OB/2)/AL, where AL is is the wave-
length of the Bragg beams. However, scattered molecules
move away from the central peak with half the veloc-
ity of atoms, owing to their doubled mass. Fig c,d
show Kapitza-Dirac scattering, where multiple atomic
and molecular momentum states were populated due to
the broad frequency distribution of the short pulse (5 /s).
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FIG. 2: Bragg spectra for atoms and molecules. In (a)
the spectrum is taken for a pure atomic sample above the
Feshbach resonance. (b) and (c) are spectra of atoms and
molecules, respectively, below the resonance. In (c) atoms
were removed from the trap with resonant light to limit losses
due to atom-molecule collisions. The Bragg resonance condi-
tion for molecules occurs at half the frequency of the atomic
resonance.
In order to study the coherence properties of the sam-
ple, Bragg spectra [1] were taken by pulsing on the two
laser beams for 250 Ms ( 1 kHz resolution), before re-
leasing the particles from the trap. For noninteracting
particles, the Bragg resonance occurs at a relative de-
tuning of v0 = ±p2./2mh between the beams, where the
sign of v) dictates the direction of out-coupling. Inter-
actions in a condensate give rise to a mean-field shift of
the resonance Jv = 4noU/7h, where U=47rh2 a/m and a
is the scattering length. Fig 2 shows three spectra for
(a) atoms above the Feshbach resonance, as well as (b)
atoms and (c) molecules after sweeping through the reso-
nance. The reduced mean-field shift for atoms below the
resonance (Fig lb) can be attributed to inelastic losses
caused by passing through the resonance. Atoms below
the resonance coexisted with a small fraction of molecules
(2%). The peak output for each set of data is normalized
to 1. The actual peak out-coupled fractions were 0.06 for
the atoms and 0.5 for the molecules. The atomic signal
was kept intentionally low to minimize collisions, which
make the data analysis difficult (see halos in Fig 1c). As
expected from the resonance condition. molecular reso-
nances occur at half the frequency of atomic resonances.
Two mechanisms contribute to the fundamental width
of the Bragg resonance [1, 27]. For a parabolic density
distribution, the finite size of the sample yields a momen-
tum spread
Avp = 1.58 Pr
27rmx ' (1)
where x0 is the Thomas-Fermi radius. In addition, the
inhomogeneous density distribution of the sample pro-
3duces a spread in mean-field energy
An = 8 noU
V 147 h
The fundamental width is approximately given by the
quadrature sum of these two broadening mechanisms
Ai = A/ 2 + A2.
The fundamental width, Av, and measured rms width,
a, are compared for each case in Table I. no and x0 were
determined from the size of the condensate in time-of-
flight. The measured widths cannot be accounted for by
fundamental broadening mechanisms alone. For atoms
above resonance, the fundamental width is Av=1.39 kHz,
compared to the measured value of 4.46 kHz. Therefore,
another broadening mechanism must contribute 4 kHz
to the width. Most likely this is due to Doppler broaden-
ing caused by random center-of-mass motion and other
collective excitations of the condensate. This was investi-
gated by mixing two frequencies into each Bragg beam to
out-couple particles in both ±x directions. For particles
at rest, the out-coupling should always be symmetric.
Hlowever, we observe the ratio of out-coupled particles in
either direction to fluctuate. In addition we measure a
small, consistent shift in the Bragg spectrum, indicating
a drift velocity. A line broadening of 4 kHz corresponds
to a velocity of 2 mm/s, or a vibrational amplitude of
2 Mm (compared to x0 = 13pm). This is not unreason-
able, because the field ramping scheme used to bring the
atoms to high field is violent and may induce collective
excitations such as breathing modes.
Spectrum Av (kHz) (kHz) T (nK)
Atoms (Above) 1.39 4.46(17) 10
Atoms (Below) 1.03 4.50(60) 10
Molecules 0.36 4.53(14) 20
TABLE I: Fundamental width (Av), measured rms width (),
and the corresponding temperature (T), assuming a thermal
distribution.
This lower bound assumes that the molecules have the same spa-
tial profile as the atoms, which our results indicate is not the case.
Despite vibrational noise making the dominant contri-
bution to the width of the spectra, the measured values
are still narrow enough to indicate quantum degeneracy.
For a given a, the corresponding temperature for a ther-
mal distribution of particles is
T = k 2 (3)
kB Pr
Thus, for an rms width of 4.5 kHz, the temperature for a
thermal distribution of molecules would be 20 nK, com-
parable to a previous value obtained using a time-of-flight
technique [15]. The BEC transition temperature for our
trap parameters and 5 x 104 molecules is much higher
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FIG. 3: Matter wave interference of molecules. (a) The molec-
ular sample is split with a short Kapitza-Dirac pulse, creat-
ing two identical copies with momenta ±pr. (b)-(c) After the
copies have separated for time At = 100 /As, a second pulse re-
combines them, giving rise to interference in each momentum
component. The time-of-flight in each image is 12 ms.
(115 nK). This demonstrates a deeply degenerate, purely
molecular sample, where as previous experiments have
demonstrated coherent admixture of molecular character
into an atomic BEC [28].
The molecular Bragg Spectrum showed a surprisingly
large shift of J- = 625 Hz. If interpreted as a mcan-
field shift, this would imply either a very high density
(possible due to a spatial collapse) or an anomalously
large molecular scattering length outside the Feshbach
resonance. Further study is necessary.
The spatial phase of the expanding molecular cloud
was directly imaged using an autocorrelation method
[29], which gives rise to the self-interference of the molec-
ular sample (see Fig. 3). To accomplish this, two identi-
cal copies of the sample were made using a short Kapitza-
Dirac pulse (10 s), applied after 2 ms of ballistic expan-
sion. The copies, with momentum +p, moved away from
the zero momentum peak for time At before an identi-
cal pulse recombined them with the original. This type
of interferometer has three readout ports, with momenta
0, p,. The straight-line interference fringes are charac-
teristic of a quadratic spatial phase. The fringe spacing
we measure is consistent with f = ht/md [30], where
d = pAt/m is the distance the copies moved between
pulses [31]. Interference fringes can only be resolved for
small d. Therefore, this method cannot be used to ob-
serve coherence lengths longer than those inferred from
Bragg spectroscopy. It should be noted that the appear-
ance of interference fringes does not imply that the sam-
ple is condensed. Rather, it demonstrates only that the
coherence length in time-of-flight is longer than the sep-
aration d. Therefore, similar interference can also be ob-
served for a cloud of thermal atoms [32, 33].
The conversion of atoms to molecules may be viewed as
the atom optic equivalent of frequency doubling [34]. The
4relevant Hamiltonian for the atom-molecule coupling has
the same form as that for the optical frequency doubling
process:
a2 maamam
Atomic Momentum (r)
0 1
(4)
where am is the annihilation operator for the atomic field
and at.m is the creation operator for the molecular field.
The measurement of the Bragg spectrum shows that the
sharp "linewidth" of the seed (atom) laser is inherited
by the molecular laser. In nonlinear optics, photon inter-
actions arc typically mediated by a refractive medium.
Here, the nonlinearity arises from the atoms themselves,
in the form of s-wave interactions. The high density, or
"brightness", of the source, together with the enhanced
interactions at the Feshbach resonance provide the means
to combine two matter waves. By combining two dis-
parate matter waves, rather than identical ones, we ex-
tend the analogy of frequency doubling to the more gen-
eral process of sum frequency generation. To do this,
atoms were initially prepared in momentum states 0, 1
(in units of p,.). By sweeping through the resonance,
molecules were produced in three momentum states: 0,
1, and 2 (see Fig. 4). States 0 and 2 are simply the
frequency doubled components of the two initial mat-
ter waves. State 1 however, results from cross pairing
between the initial momentum states, and is thus their
sum frequency. This is the first time that a Feshbach
resonance was observed between atoms colliding with a
controlled non-vanishing momentum. The Fcshbach res-
onance should be slightly shifted compared to the reso-
nance for atoms at rest, which reflects the same physics
encountered in the temperature dependence of the posi-
tion of the resonance [35].
In conclusion, we have demonstrated coherent molec-
ular optics using standing light waves. The ability to
coherently convert atoms into molecules makes molecu-
lar optics even richer than atom optics. In addition, the
techniques demonstrated in this paper could prove use-
ful for probing molecules formed in quantum-degenerate
fermi systems, and possibly even Cooper pairs.
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